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GENERAL NOT S ON APPENDICES
1. Where possible, the ori,inal working documents are reproduced
here, thou often (see, for example, Ti/i, T2/l etc.) with reduced
print size to conply with PhD thesis page size regulations. Where
docunents have been re-tjped, the original content remains unchan ed.
2. Where versions of tests or' marking schenes were repeated
in identical or marginally altered form (for example, Pre- and Post-
Test 2 with two or three chan es only, to update time references to fit
the occasion when the test was re-administered) I have included only
one version. The same is t'ue where a later test is a composite of
earlier ones (for example, Final Test 3).
3. The following original research data are available for reference
with permission from the British Council and myself:
.1 participant test scripts
.2 video recordings of test interviews and group discussions
.3 sound recordings of test interviews, group discussions
and experimental group work
.4 completed ELT1 tutor continuous assessnent cards
.5 c mpleted ELTI course feedback and receiving institution
interview forms.
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APPENDIX 1: TARGET LANGUAGE TESTS
A PENDIX 1.1: TEST 1
3
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DICTATION?
6
D(DuC!OR! N:,TZS TO THE BBITIBH COUNCfl,/ODA BU1O 	 USE 1980
6 veok from 21 July to 29 August.
Classes from 9.30 to 12.30 and lkOO to 1630 every dcy except Thursday.
b,roday no pa classes to allow tin, for .Pz-ogra&e Officers business with
bka etc.
Cine sea
There will, be 2 classes of about 15 students each. Each class will, see
ssvsral teachers to accustom to different .Voicea/accents etc but will have
one main tuitor each. (S tu. tor of class '5' and John )cGovern tu. tor of
elate 'J').
?estin	 -
Thin is to help us cab: sure that the course meets your need.s and to enable
us to assess your progress. There will be another test at the end of the
course to measure your improvement.
Line of the course
One important aim is to improv, the general standard of your Eaglish. There
will be a greatical component and use of language laboratory, but we shall
also be paying attention to improving specific skills •g listening and reading.
Another equally important aim is to help you find the best way to study in
iglich. Many of you will find that a student in the UX is expected to work
in a very different way from th. way in you work in your own country, and we will
be covering things like listening to lectures, note taking, di4cussion in
seminars and academic writing.
!ou are studying many different subjects but these study skills are comeon
to you .11.
These skills will be covered in class teaching, but we shall also be providing
the opportuaity f or you to follow your own interests and needs in special
ind.ividual study sessions where you can work by yourself on sp.cially designed
materials with the guidance of a teacher on duty.
£ third sia of the next 6 weeks is to balp you became more familiar with
England and ngi.iah life so that you viU be able to ..ttl. down happily
to your studies in October. The major responsibility for th. social aide of
thing lies with Maicom, your Course Officer, but we will be working with him
on this. We hope to bring in some British people who are not teachers to come
and talk to you about different subjects. This will help build your confidence
in listening. we hope, as well as providing you with more iziformatio abat
life in Britain.
So that you can check whether vs ar. achieving these 3 aims I should 1.ika you
to write down this short su ary from my dictation. (we are going to use this
as part of the test, but we should also like you to take it seriously, and
remind us if you th(n we are not achieving these aims)
-	 - -
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British Council/ODA Course 1980
PRE-TEST 1: DICTATION
'THIS IS A DICTATION TASK. I 'M GOING TO READ THE TEXT THREE
TIMES. THE FIRST TIME IT WILL BE READ AT NORMAL SPEED. JUST
LISTEN AND TRY TO UNDERSTAND. THE SECOND TIME I SHALL READ WITH
PAUSES FOR YOU TO WRITE DOWN WHAT YOU HEAR • IPUNCTUATION WILL BE
GIVEN WHENEVER IT OCCURS • THE THIRD TIME YOU WILL HEAR THE TEXT
WITHOUT PAUSES AND YOU CAN CHECK AND CORRECT WHAT YOU HAVE WRITTEN
DOWN.'
RIGHT. FIRST LISTEN ONLY. DON'T WRITE.
First reading at norTnal speed. No punctuation mentioned.
'NOW THIS TIME WRITE DOWN WHAT I SAY. I SHALL READ EACH PART
ONLY ONCE.'
Second reading;_each marked section at half normal speed e.g. 5
seconds for the first section (9 words); note punctuation marks
are to be given separate1y after students have had writing time
for the previous section.
'THE AIMS OF THE BRITISH COUNCIL LANGUAGE COURSE ARE I (pause 25
seconds)! COLON / (4 seconds) / FIRSTLY TO HELP STUDENTS / (15
seconds) / IMPROVE THEIR GENERAL EFFICIENCY IN ENGLISH / (25 seconds)!
SECONDLY TO GIVE THEM PRACTICE / (2O seconds) f IN THE TYPE OF STUDY
SKILLS 1 (15 seconds) / THEY WILL BE EXPECTED TO USE AT THEIR
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES / (30 seconds) / COMMA / (4 seconds) /
AND THIRDLY TO HELP THEM SETTLE HAPPILY / (20 seconds) /INTO A
BUTISH ENVIRONMENT / (15 seconds) / FULL STOP ?'EW PARAGRAPH /
(5 secofids) / UNDERLYING THESE THREE AIMS / (15 seconds) / IS THE
NEED TO HELP STUDENTS / (15 seconds) / TO BECOME ABLE TO LEARN
INDEPENDENTLY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE / (30 seconds) / SO THAT THEY
CAN PRACTISE AND IMPROVE THEIR ENGLISH / (25 seconds) / OUTSIDE THE
CLASSROOM AS WELL AS IN IT / (20 seconds) / FULL STOP / (5 seconds)'
'NOW LISTEN AGAIN TO THE WHOLE TEXT. MAKE CORRECTIONS IF YOU NEED
TO. YOU WILL HAVE ONE MINUTE TO CHECK WHAT YOU HAVE WRITTEN AFTER
I HAVE FINISHED READING.'
Third reading at normal speed. No punctuation given.
9
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BRITISH COUNCIL/ODA COURSE 1980
PRE-TEST 1: Lecture and Note-Taking
1. ADMIN
Test Time: 0900-1000 Administrator: SR Assessors: JItJP,MS
Scoring Time: 1015 onwards
2. MARKING SCHEME
priterionl: • Quantity and Quality of Information
(i eprocessing of information, selectivity and (referential)
accuracy) Score 1 mark (on answers sheet) for each of the
following points if they appear in a way likely to facilitate
recall/re-use of the information given. Please indicate the
one-mark scores on the answer sheet.
/	 F	 /I e 6-week course 21/7 to 29/8 classes 0930 to 1230,
9.	 /1400 to 1630 daily except Thursday; Thursday p m free for
personal business.
/	 /	 9.
2 classes of 15/16 students; each class several different
/	 9.	 9.
teachers but one main tutor; SR for Class S, JM for class S.
9.	 9.	 9.
Tests today to help course meet needs and to assess progress.
I
So, tests at end of course to measure improvement. Today,
9.	 9.
on note-taking, grammar, reading and writing.
1	 9.
Aims of course: 1 • to improve enera1 English so grammar, Lang
lab alsO ski1l e.g listening, reading etc. 2. best way to
I
study in English; different way of studying in UK so practice
9.	 9.
in lecture listening, notes, group discussion, library use &
/	 9.
academic writing. Study skills needed by all. Covered in class
9.
but also self study e g of specialist subjects ; individual/
guidance. 3. getting familiar with UK and British life.
MD responsible bt teachers also help socially. Outside
British speakers to help confidence and give info.
Total ?a'ks (!!ac = 30) to be entered in Score Box on Anszer Sheet le:
r r	 rr°i
Criterion 2 : Note-taking Skills
1. Division into loEical sections
Completely r Fairly	 I'o Si. n
logical &	 clear	 of loical
clear	 divisions
Score (0 - 5) in Score Box on Answer Sheet i e
L I !
2. Text Reduction Skills
i e Control of: .1 compression of senences or 'iord groups
.2 compression of examples
(e g for .1 &.2 omission of communicatively
redundr nt items, articles, inessential ver s etc.)
.3 use of standard & personal abbreviations
.4 use of symbols for re1ationships(e.,.',+,-,ec.)
Post-grad.L1 speaker	 .	 .	 .
level of control	 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 control
Score (0 - 10) in Score Lox i e
11	 21Tot
3.	 Presentation Skills
i e headings, sub-headings, numbering, underlinin,, lay-out etc.
Likely degree of helpfulne...s of presentation in the retrieval
of information noted:
I-
Considerah1e Good	 rair	 Little	 'lil	 I'eative
Score ( - 5) in Score Lox i e
fj Tota
SIC t.TI0
Check ictated pa..sage Oi p.2 of Anier Sheet.	 r ed i .ct 1 r '-. from
50 'or ech incorrect, rL.sin or intru ing ;or-. error (formal
nellin, mi sing or unnece ..ary ca ital etc.) in an - word coun s, bu
not ore than one mark raj be de 'ucted for or.e :ord. ALo euc or
or for each error of purctuation. Please slath each eror on ms.
Score ( - r ) in to half of flo 2 in Score o: i e
TOTAL	
tal
1	 e d i.e 5 .core	 i0. have ai	 nter	 a, t-e	 . n.
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POST-TEST I.
Round up talk - for notetaking
As you know this is nearly the end of the course, and I'd like to do a short
suary of it - and how you stand in relation to other students in the IlL
This group represents a very small number out of the total, of about l,O(O
students being handled at the moment by th B.C. but in some ways it is
different from all, the others.
People lik. you are attending English reparation courses at a total of about
4( other language teaching institutions.
Some of these are privately-run commercial. schools - such as the Linguists
School in Eedou (spells), others are in the so-called Publi sector, such
as the Institute attached to the University of Lancaster. So students like
you are handled by the public and private sectors. ELTI is the only
institution which doesn't quite fit into either category, being part of the
British Council, and not part o either sector.
The figure of l,O(O I mentioned earlier is of course only a small roportiou
of the total. number of overseas postgraduate. in this country.
The ODA, (Overseas Dcv. Admin) aims to give its awards to people who can play
I	 /
an important part in future towards the development of their fields of
specialism in their country. Basically the awards are for two types of
training - further academic study at a recognised institute of higher
learning and leading to a formal qualification such as a Master' s or a PhD
and practical attacfments which may not necessarily lead to any formal
qualification. For example someone may be attached to a factory to observe
production methods which may be useful in his own country.
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In 197/ the total. of Overseas postgraduate students was 5(,294 - about one
third of the total of all postgraduates in the UK, so the B.C. students agai
represent only a small proportion of a larger whole • However postgrduates
from Oveseas make up about ½.
/
The number of Overseas students in the UK at any one time - the figure in
1978/79 stood at 123,1'9.
Now some (less serious) facts and figures about this course. This is the
/
th such course to be run in ELTI, so its getting to be a habit.
Normally we take about t5 students, but there has been a drop in student
numbers this year, probably because of the increased 'costs of University f CC:
so our numbers were down proportionately. We were expecting 30 of you, but
as always happens a few people had to drop out at the last minute, so we
I
received only 27.
Even-so,_--I-- estimata-tha we must-have--used--up- almost-enough-paper--to-make--up
a small tree! Say we give out an average of 6'pages of handouts per day,
that makes nearly 7,0O( sheets of paper. I hope it was all worth it. The
official 25 hor week gives us a total of about 4,0O student hours. Lltbou
some of you have been putting in much more than that • A look at the cards
you filled in for the self-actess sessions suggests that the most popular
I	 /
option there was listening. We hope to find out your opinions on other
/
materials and methods later in a questionnaire.
/
As you know there have been 2 sets of parallel tests. We hope that you
feel you have made progress. On Friday you will be able to see if you have
/
made progress because we shall be letting you look at the videos of the firs
/	 I
and the second of your oral interviews. That wil]. be on Friday afternoon.
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Meanwhile just to help you in your estisiats of the course I am going to
suarise the coure aims that I dictated to you on 18 July and I am going
to ask you to writs this down also.
15
16
bsr-ip r 1
For consistency's sake, could you pleas. do the dictation Like this?
'THIS IS A DICTATIOM TASK. I'M 001110 TO READ THE 'TT THERE TIMJS. THE 7IT
IE IT WILL BE READ AT A NORMAL SPD. JtET LIST AND TRY TO ETARD AS $H
AS YOU CAN. THE SECOND 'lIME I WAT.T.	 WITH PAWRE FOB ou to WRITE DOWN HAT
YOU HEAR. PiIiCTUATION 4ILL BE QIYRM HENEVER IT OCC. THE THIRD TINE YOU WILIL
REAR E TT wimotrr PAIERE AND YOU CAN CJIECJC AND CORRECT WHAT IOU RAVE WTIRM DOWN.
RICJT. FIT LISTEN ONLY. DON'T WRITE.
First reading at normal st,eed. No DmctuatjOn mentioned.
'NOW THIS TIME WRITE DOWN WEAl' I SAX. I SHALL BEAD £H PART ONLY o!ICL'
Second reading i each maxked section at	 normal speed e.g. seconds for the first
section f2 words) note thatmcttion marks are normally to be given seDarately,
after sttzients have had writing time for the revioua section.
'THE AIMS OP THIS COURSE RAVE BREN / (pause 15 seconds) / NOT ONLY TO IMPROVE TOUR
RRISH PROFICIENCY / (pause 25 seconds) / BUT' PREILAPS EV MORE IMPORTANT / (15 seconds) /
TO CYVE YOU PRACTICE IN THE TYPE OF STUDY SIW2S YOU MILL NRED / (30 seconds) /
IN ORDER TO PREFORM	 11Y DUHI2IG X012 SPECI.ALI3.D COURSB8 / (30 seconds) /
FtLL si 'w aci 'I ('5 seconds) / WE HOPE THAT	 INDEPENDENT WORK YOU
RAVE DONE / (25 seconds) / COMMA / (If seconds ) / AS WRI.L AS THE WORK IN CI,ASS /
(12 seconds ) / Cjjp / (Lii seconds) / HAS LVEN YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO	 TERSE
SXILT.S/(3O secozxia)/ FLLSToP/(4seconda)/ THIS TPEO?WOBK/(IOseconds)/
coi* / (If seconds) / ALONG WITH VISI1S B! OUIEIDE SPEA	 / (20 seconds) /
AJWYISITH YOU YOUVRE RAVE MADE! (ZOeeconds)/ COMMA! (If secAnis)/13
TO THE LIBRARY / (15 seconds) / CCN1PIA / (If seconds) / HAS COMMA WE NOPE COMMA /
(12 seconds) / ?,ISO HRI,PRD YOU TO ACRIL'VE ONE 0? OUR UNDENLYI2 A1] / (30 secbnda) /
CW,ON / (If seconds) / TO MAKE YOU MORE FAMILIAR WITH BRITISH LIFE AND TEE BRITISH
/ (35 seconia) / coiii / (If seconds) / SO 'THAT YOU CAN SETTLE HAPPILY /(15 seconds) /
INTO ACADEIC AND PRIVATE LIFE / (15 seconds) / PiLL STCP/ (If seconds)
'lION LISTEN AGAIN TO THE WHOLE 1T. MAKE COBRECTIOI I? YOU NEED TO.
YOU WILL AlSO RAVE ONE MINTYE TO CHECK WHAT YOU RAVE Wrrs A7T'ER I RAVE FIRISH
Th1rd reading at a normal st,eed no tmcttation given. One minute 'a checking time to
follow.
Thank youi
17
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PTII
BRITISH COINCIL/ODA COUPSE 1980 7r O#IE
TR A2SZO
I.	 *IHI1I
Test Timet 09:30-1000
Test Adsinistrator: Shelagh Rixon
TentAcceesoret .1)1, jp, Pu ( to score hotoco,l es of answer sheets;)
Scoring TIses 1015 onwaxds
2. MAB1tBG SC1f1E; NOTE-TAJCNC FROM L3TURE
I. Quantity a quality of Inforeation
(i.e. processing of inforsation, selectivity sad (referential) accuxacy)
Score on. werk (on the anser sheet )for each of the fo].owing points if they
appear n &way likely to facjlitate accurate re-.ca.U./re-use of the tnforetjon
given.	 lease irilcat. the one-esrk scores on the answer sheet
i.e
1.1 The Coup
a snail no. out of approx 1,000 et4ents uzder BC - different tree other gpo.
Scores	 I	 I	 I	 I
1.2 Other oupe
&0 ether LT lusts. give prep courses
I	 I
private (coesercial) L. schools (e.g. Hehion)
I	 I
Public sector e.g. Lancaster.
I	 I
TI - neither public nor private; part of BC
I	 I
I., Oversenee Poet-ade
1000 BC only snail proportion of UK total of O'sesa post-grads
I	 I	 I
ODA aimzd. - for those isportant for futze specialist deyt. of their counts.
I	 I
2 types of awards higher acad.zic etlsiy -) fornal qs.1 .(M or PhD)
I	 I
or practicaf (attachaent) - no fornl qual.
	
1977 50 thocaard O'seaa PC's - 1/3 of all UK 1	 O'seaa staienta - PG's
I	 I	 I	 I
19
P TI/AZ
78m - 120,000
I
1.4 Facts ai ?te. is. Cotase
JorLl	 - 45i 27 this yesr .' higher iv fees?
I	 I
&v. 6 p.ges o	 -outs p.r day - 7000 sheets
I	 I
25 hpsr (classes) - 14050 bots; sore wi th(sil.f-siccess) options
I	 I	 I
listening sost popular; q-s.tr. to be 4ves for. opinions is asts. az4 asthods
I	 I
2 sets of piiY1l.l tests for progress; 7ridsyideoa Of interviews I +2
I	 I	 I
entered in Score Box on Answer Sheet
Jo
2.	 ote-ta.kin STd.11s
2.1 Division into Logical Sectioni
	
Cospletely lo4ca.l	 No sign of
'logical, divisionsath cl.ar
	
S	 a	 I	 0
-	 corei Scare (0 - 5) in Score Box on Answer Sheet
101
2.2 Text Reduction Skills
1. Control of s .1 Cosprension o sentences or woxd group.
.2 Cospression of sxajp].es
e.g. (for .1 and .2) osission of cosawicatively redundant
itena, articles. in.ssential y.rbs etc.)
•	 s of s- + persocal abbreviations
.14	
. of sysbols for reLationships (Pj •'• *1-.,tf. )
-	 _,,,"	 -' --	 -	 - --	 --
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iL
Postgnad
LI SPeaker__L	 .1	 Nil
level of	
-'-Contzcl
control	 (, r 4. 3 .i / 0
Score,
Score (0 - 10) in Score Box on A1w.r Sheet
ii. _-
[HT?f i
2.3 Presentation Skills
4j	 44jga nuabering, ter].jning, lay-out etc.
Likely degree of ha'.;tulnsss of presentation in retrieval of infozation noted s
Considerable	 Negative
Scorei$	 4	 3	 2.	 /	 0
Score (0 - 5) in Score Box on Answer Sheet
' r i:
3. MARKING SCH	 B	 DICTATION
Check dictated text on page 2 of Answer Sheet. Deduct I aa.rk fros 50 for
' each incorrect, aissing or intxtsling word. error (for.1, spelling. aiseing
or unnecessary capital. etc. ) in any word counts, but not nor. than one sark eay
be deducted for on. word. Also deduct one saxk for each error of punctuntion.
Please	 each correction on the script.
Score (0 - 50) in top half of Box 2 on Score Bow on Answer Sheet.
4. TOTALING
Please add th. 5 scores you now have in the Score x aid enter above the % sign
in th. Total coluan. Hard &ll scored answer sheets to RAH.
iL
- .'L'TYL-'-------	 _'-'-	 --- -------	 -
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2. Systems for dealing with students
2.]. Germany
2.1.1 Target groups:
2.1.2 Financial:
2.1.3 Preparatory training:
2.2 The United States:
2.2.1 Target groups:
2.2.2 Financial:
FINAL TEST I.
Lecture Comprehension Test
Lecture Notes
15 May 1981
Title:	 A eaparison of the systems different countries have developed
to dee]. with their sponsored foreign students.
Introduction:	 Special group - lot to offer on return.
At end request them to do certain things
Background
1. Aims of Sponsorship
Many countries sponsor overseas students - same aims
1.1 To assist other countries especially in the developing world.
1.2 To establish contacts with successor generations - commercial
benefits.
2.1.4 Support:
2.1.3 Follow-up:
2.2.3 Preparatory training:
Industrial. and academic
short and long.
no fees
orientation - 2 weeks
language training - short - 1st
language - long - 1 year + in
Germany
foreign students special cultural
prograes
network of government agencies
publications
seminars overseas
further training
no particular emphasis
lower fees
lots of scholarships
no formal orientation
language training - TOEPL
little support - 2-3 weeks for
nost
23
2.2.4 Support:	 very special.
tender loving care
network of volunteers linked to
main training institutions
budget for social activities
2.2.5 Follow-up:
2.3 France:
2.3.1 Target groups:
-2.3.2 Financial:
2.3.3 Preparatory training:
2.3.4 Support:
2.3.5 Follow-up:
2.4 BrItain:
2.4.1 Target groups:
2.4.2 FInancial:
2.4.3 Preparatory training:
2.4.4 Support:
2.4.5 Follow-np:
As Germany
Documentation Centres
Industrial and academic - mainly
from old Fench colonies.
fees unusual
no orientation except booklets
language training - not so much
of a problem
little support
Assimilation - same facilities
therefore social activities budget
As Germany
Documentation centres
Industrial and academic, changing
full cost
no formal orientation
language training overseas in UX
concurrent
mixed - a student is a student
a foreign student is
special
no system
None
Conclusion
British sponsorship programmes could be made more effective - particularly
follow-up, their role.
John McGovern
English Language Services Department
-2-
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DICTATION TEST
	 15 MAY
1. THIS IS A DICTATION TASK. I AM GOING TO READ THE TEXT THERE IDlES. IRE FIRST
IDlE IT WILL BE READ N NORMAL SPEED. JUST LISTEN AND TRY TO DERZ.rAND AZ MUCE AS
YOU CAN. TRE SECOND TIZlE I SKALL READ WITH PAUSES FOR IOU TO WRITE DOWN WHAT !OU
BEAR. PUNCTUATION WILL SE GIVEN WHENEVER IT OCCURS. THE TIND IDlE YOU WILL SEAR
THE TEXT WITHOUT PAUSES AND YOU CAN CHECK AND CORRECT WHAT YOU HAVE WRITTEN DOWN.
FIRST LISTEN ONLY. DO NOT WRITE.
2. First reading at normal zpeód. No punctuation mentioned.
3. NOW THIS IDlE WRITE DOWN WHAT I SAL I SHALL READ EACH PAST ONLY ONCE.
Second reAlthlg; eh marked section at half normal. speed note punctuation marks are
to be given eeparatel7, after students have had writing time for the preceding section.
ON iruiN TO YOUR OWN COU?TRIES/(paizse 20 seconda)/\lE WOULD LIRE YOU/(15) TO CTACT
THE LOCAL BRITISH COUNCIL omcs/(2o)/AND ROR TO THE/( 15)/ON YOUR EIPERIRNCE/(lo)/
AS A STUDY RELLOW/(15)/FULL Srap/(k)/DIP0RMATI0M ON THE REIEVANCE/(15)/CCA/(Ll.)/
APPROPRIACY AND QUALITY/( 15)/OP YOUR TRAINING CouRsE/(15)/CONMA/(k)/AS WELL AS THE
ITECTIVENEss/( 20)/OP THE SUPPOST THE COUNCIL PROVIDED/C 20 )/ccz1MA/( )/wOULD BE
PASTICULARLY USEPUI'( 15)/1T31J4 STOP NEW PARAGRAPR/( 6)/IN ADDITION/( 10 )/calMA/( L.)/wE
WOULD ASK YoU/C 10)/ TO QFFER YOUR SERVICES/( 15 )/ FOR BRIRFING THOSE OF YOUR FELLOW
COUNTRYMEN/( 25) /WED ARE DESTI/( 15)/FOR TRAINING COURSES IN BRITAIN/C 20)/FULL STOP/
(k)/WHATEVER ADVI OR INFORMATION/( 20)/You WERE ABLE TO GIVE/C 15)/WOULD HE APPRECIATED!
(15)/FULL STOP/(!f).
. Third reading at normal speed, no punctuation given.
25
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Th-c'.J-c,' rzsr 1
P"IA/Al
Notes for Assessors
1.	 Marking Sche.e A: note-taking iron lecture
1 .1	 Quantity and quality of information
(is processing of information, selectivity and referential accuracy)
Score one mark (on th. answer sheet) for each of the following points if
they appear in a may likely to facilitate accurate recall/reuse of the
information given. Please indicate the one-mark scores on the answer sheet.
1.1.1	 tntrod2ction
(scor. one mark for each item)
Special group	 -	 therefore valuable to own countries and Britain
1	 -	 1
Comment on British syste. after comparison
1
1.1.2	 Aims of sponsorship
1
Countries' aims similar 	 -	 assistanc. to developing countries
1	 1
Contacts with successor generations 
—4 commercial benefit
1	 1
Systems different
1
1.1.3	 Germany
1
Target groups	 -	 50% industrial	 -	 acadeisic
1	 1	 1
Long and short courses
1
Finance	 -	 no fees
1	 1
Preparatory training	 -	 2 weeks orientation	 -	 first lanmge
1	 1
	
language training	 - short courses in Lj
1	 1
long courses up to one year
or more
1
Support	 network of agencies	 cultural prOgramme
1	 1	 1
Follow-up	 poblications	 - seminars - further training in
1	 1	 1	 Germany
1
27
PT1A/A2
1.1.4	 USA
1
Target group	 -	 no priorities	 -	 anyone considered worthwhile
1	 1	 1
Fees	 -	 lower than U	 -	 scholarships avail.abls
1	 1	 2.
Preparatory training	 -	 no orientation	 - little Language training
1	 1	 (2-3weelcs)
TOEFL obligatory
1
Support	 -	 special people (TIC)
	 - eg with American families
1	 1	 1.
	
volunteer network	 -	 link with receiving institutions
1	 2.
budget for social activities
1
Follow-up	 -	 publications	 -	 documentation centres
1	 1	 1
1.1.5	 France
1
Target group
	
ua.nly industrial	 -	 connection with ex-colonies
1	 1	 1
Financial	 -	 fees unusual
1	 1
Pre-training	
-	
no orientation	 language not a problem usually
1	 1	 1
little support if it is a problem
1
Support	 -	 assimilation	 -	 same facilities as French residents
1	 1	 1.
social budget
1
Follow-up	 -	 publications	 -	 documentation centres -
2.	 3.	 :1.
seminars	 -	 further training
1	 1
28
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1.1.6	 Britain
1
Target group	 -	 industrial	 not as big bat growing - acac
1	 1	 1	 1
Finance	 -	 full cost
1	 1
Preparatory training 	 -	 no orientation
1	 1
language training - overseas - UK - concurrent (if
1.	 1	 1.	 needed)
Support	 -	 special/British	 -	 no welfare system
1	 1	 1
Follow-up	 -
1
1.1.7	 Conclusion
1
no follow-up
1
-	 can learn from compari3on	 -	 especially
1	 on follow-up
1
+ Cx1 tqi	 C'4 ( at	 Th	 I -	 I
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BRITISH COUNCIWODA CRsE l9&
FTEST 2: ClPETZNCZ TEST
You have 45 sinutea t3 do this test,
INSTRUCTIONS POR !MRT A
lit questions 1 to 35 select the beat ohoic. and .ark your answer on th. ANSWER ST
lik. this:
l	 A	 .' 0	 0
If you went to chang. your answer, change your first werk to a cross and rk th.
new answer; like this:
1. A X c ,a'
Please do not writ, on this test bookLet,
PART A
1 •	 Please do ------- the test instructions say.
A	 as	 B which
C how	 0 that
2.	 ---this test is quite difficult, sost students will finish it in
less than 45 ainutes.
A	 Even	 B However
C	 Despite	 D Although
3 •	 You - the first two questions of this suit iplL. choice test now.
A	 will try	 B have tried
C	 are trying	 B tried
4 • This sentence contains	 -----word, than nusber 3..
A sore	 B eany
C	 fewer	 B little
5.	 Studentslanguage courses before their studies her, have an
extra chanc, to isprove their English.
A they attend	 B attend
C attended	 B attending
6.	 Most of your university training courses hav• a written sxasinatioa
the end of the third ters.
A	 in	 B at
C	 on	 0 to
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7. Life in a foreign country —y not b. easy at first bet most people eventually
enjoy	 overseas.
A living	 I lies
C lived	 0 to liea
8. Many overs.aa students say they - - - - - - - like to share accoemodation with
British students.
A	 should	 B would
C are	 D will
9 •	 There are plenty of peopl. at a university to help when you don't ow - - - -
to do.
A	 how	 B about
C	 that	 D what
10 • Th. extrovert student does not like studying by hiaaelf. 	------, he needi
to have peopl, to talk to.
A On the other hand 	 B Nevertheless
C On the oontrary 	 D However
11. In general, it	 that overseas students etU follow the same courses
as lion. studts.
A	 was expecting	 B expects
C	 expected	 D is expected
—l2flófthiio.t difficult things 	 --to talc. notes in a foreign
language.
A	 -	 B ii
C	 are	 D be
13 • Ther. are uaually things in a course of study that we -	 not do.
A don't need	 B should haVe
C	 are able	 D would rather
14. The increased speed of data processing is - - - - - - better computer
technology.
A	 due to	 B result of
C caused	 D by mean.
15 • Tb• problem of king fair and reliable tests ------- has not been solved
A	 still	 B ever
C	 yet	 0 until.
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16. 'How do you do?"
Th• most usual response to this is
A	 "How do you do?" 	 B "I 'a a student."
C	 "I very well."	 0 "On a scholarship
17. "1'. sorry to hear the airline bet your luggage."
The most polite reply to your proases officer would be
A	 "Not at all,"	 B "Thank you."
C	 "Excuse is.."	 0 "Ar. you?"
1$ I' 
_ 
a_a — a — —
"Certainly."
The rewark getting this reply was probably
A "Excuse as, please."	 B "Sorry."
C	 "How are things?"	 0 "01* dear:"
19. "Let's go to the cin.is. after these tests are over, shall we?"
The speaker is probably
A	 asking for permission.	 B asking a suggestion.
C	 explaining a rule •
	
P givIng an order
20	 "Time please?"
This request is most suitabl. for us. with
A	 a stranger in the street, B your new teacher.
C	 a friend •
	 0 someone you have Just been introduced to.
21. "I'll call you back."
You are most likely to bear this
A	 at a lecture.	 B as your guests leave.
C	 from a loudspeaker -
	 P on the phone.
22. "I'm afraid ther.'s a fin, on this."
Where are you most likely to hear this?
A	 In a seminar.	 B In a laboratory.
C At a library.	 0 At meal times
23. "It's a pity university fees are rising."
The strongest way of agreeing with this would be:
A	 "Is it?"	 B "I think so,"
C "Sorry."	 P "Too true."
24. "If t asy aske a point there
is a useful way of
A	 explaining a condition. B starting a conversation.
C showing someone a place. P introducing your opinion into a discussion.
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25 • "I see things rather differently.'
This remark moat probly expresses
A.	 a method of perception. B self-criticism.
C	 polite disagreement •	 D a description of events.
26. The plar was completely full. There moat have been 350 passengers aboard.
The second sentence shows
A	 obligetion.	 B prediction.
C	 protsability.	 D doubt.
27. • 6879 students were met by the British Council and given assistance with such
matters a. documentation and travel.'
In this sentence, 'documentation' and 'travel' are
A	 examples.	 B opinions.
C	 definitions.	 D proofs.
28 • 'One of the year ' a innovations was a review which set Out to assess the
relevance and effectiveness of the training programme. Its findings, it
not conclusive, were certainly encouraging.'
'Its' (at the beginning of the second sentence) refers to
A relevance and	 B this year.
effectiveness.
C th. review.	 D the training programme.
29. 'It is to be hoped that few students will have to avail themselves of the
psychiatric/counselling service, but when the strain becomes too great, then
do remember that the service exists and that those utio run it are extremely
willing-andableto1i.lp.
This sentence
A	 presents useful inform- B is a formal warning of possible problems.
ation in a friendly way.
C	 encourages all students D states a university rule.
to seek help.
30 • 'Most people say that they would hav, worked harder at university if they
had realised how important it was.'
This aentence suggests most people
A	 woxt as bard as they can at university.
S worked harder at university than they should have.
C knee the importance of bard work when they were at university.
D do not work their hardest at university,
31 • 'Moat of the overseas students administered by th. British Council are in the
fields of arts and humanities, education, medicine, scienc. and technology
and social study.'
This nt.oce gives a
A	 process.	 B classification.
C	 rule.	 D comparison.
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32. 'In soae universities failure rates are alarming for both students and staff.
Apart from those students who tail, lack of achievem.nt is often evid.nc.d
by those who change from on. cours, to another or show signs of boredom.'
What does the second sentence do in relation to th. first?
A	 Contradicts it •
	
B Znlargea on it.
C	 .n.ralis.s £ro* it • 	 D Pe.onatrat.s it.
33. The academic syste. would be well served by including an induction ceremony.
The event we envisage would confirm the new overseas stud•nt in his rol• by
being firmly acknowledged as a member of the ur4versity.'
This seena to be a
A recomeendation. 	 B definition.
C proof.	 D condition.
34. 'The reaction of students to their surroundings was a little surprising. It
was, of course, natural that there should be complaints in institutions with
very poor facilities • What was sore surprising was that ther. proved to be
an equal number of complaints in institutions with very good facilities.'
Which of the following is an inference from this?
A	 Students in both kinds of institutions had complaints
B	 StudentS were concerned abou.t more than just facilities.
C The number of complaints about institutions with good and bed facl3.itis
was the same.
1) Students reacted in a surprising way to their surroundings.
35. 'We asked students to indicate the proportion of time they had spent on
various types of studying in th. previous semester. Arts students spent
most of their time in reading reccemended books and writing essays. Pure
and applied scientists, however, had spent most of their time working on
set problems and writing up practicals.'
Which of the following best fits in after the first sentence?
A The answers wer, of an unempected kind.
B But the answers given were not in fact relevant to the question.
C The responses showed a distinct differenc. in the activities of the
two groups.
D In this way we were able to discover which were arts students and
which were scientists.
3?
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!NT1wCTIONS FOR MAT B
Ton will read the seage in MAT I on your answer sheec • Then think of ONE WORD
which is suitable for each blank space to k. the passage ks sense.
Write the words you choos. on the ANSWER SHEET ilk, this:
The Overseas Students Trust was set (38) dozcrn.'
in 1961 to fund the United (37) _________________ agencies •...
It you want to change your answer 1 put 9. line through your first answer and
writs your new answer above it • Lik. this:
The Overseas Students Trust was set (36) ________________
in 1961
Now read the passage in MAT B on your answer sheet and write th. words in
the spaces provided there. Read the whole passage through before you startfilling in the blank spaces.
- ?2fL
	RT A
	 PART B
	 TOTAiI]
For Aseasori only'	 CCI1P!T'(CE
TEST	 ff
BRITISH COUNCIL/O11 CCXJRSE 1980
!IP 2: C0NPET!CE TEST
	 ANSWER SHEET
__________ TE:______
PART A
1. A	 B	 C	 D	 13.	 A	 B	 C	 D	 25.	 A	 B	 C	 D
2. A	 B	 C	 D	 14.	 A	 B	 U	 26.	 A	 B	 C	 D
3. A	 B	 C	 U	 15.	 A	 B	 C	 U	 21.	 A	 B	 C	 U
4. A	 B	 C	 U	 16.	 A	 B	 U	 28.	 A	 3	 C	 U
5. A	 B	 C	 0	 ).7.	 A	 B	 C	 0	 29.	 A	 B	 C	 0
6. A	 B	 C	 0	 18.	 A	 B	 C	 0	 30.	 A	 B	 C	 U
7. A	 B	 C	 0	 19.	 A	 B	 C	 D	 31.	 A	 B	 C	 U
8. A	 S	 C	 0	 20.	 A	 B	 C	 0	 32.	 A	 B	 C	 U
9. A	 B	 C	 0	 21.	 A	 B	 C	 U	 33.	 A	 B	 C	 D
10. A	 B	 C	 D	 22.	 A	 B	 C	 0	 34.	 A	 B	 C	 0
11. A	 B	 C	 D	 23.	 A	 B C	 D	 35.	 A	 S	 C	 U
12. A	 B	 C	 0	 24. A	 B C 0
B
TCTD AND THE EVAWATION 0? THAINI PROGRM!4ZS
The Technical Cooperat ion Training Deperteent (TCTD) of the British Council is the
departa.nt that adainiaters the technical cooperation training cgrae in the
United Kingdo.. The purpose of evaluating th. technical (36) ____________________
39
training proa. is to a.. bow (37) ___________________ th.
objectiv.s of the progra. are (38) ______________________ attained.
The objectives or. to facilitate (39) ______________________ trans.t.r of
the knowl.dgs and skills (40) ______________________ are n.sd for economic
andsocial (41) _______________________
TCTD baa so far bees involved (42) _____________________ a oumber of
•waluation studies • one (43) ______________________ th. ssLf-co.pletion
qustionnaire. A qu.stionnair. was (44) ____________________ by the
Office of Censuses and Survey. (45) ________________________ cIsee
consultation with TCTD and OW, (46) _______________________ weoond
subsidiary questionnaire was designed for (47) _______________________ in
conjunction with the seLf-completion questionnaire. (48) ______________________
purpose of both questionnaires is to (49) _____________________ data which can
be fed into (50 ) ______________________ computer and stored and which will
(51) _______________________ the British Council to hav, on (52) ____________________
reliable, easily retrievable infornation a bout the (53) ________________________ of
the training proa • In the (54) ______________________ froa April 1977 to
March 1978 (55) _______________________ 1200 study fellows who were returning
(56) _________________________ were asked to till iii questionnaires.
( 51) _______________________ ii about one-third of all study (58) ___________________
about to return boa. and is (59) _______________________ a sufficiently large sample
to give (60) _____________________ significant results. The 1200 were selected
from eight nain subject fields covered by the TCD subject sections, each of which
deals with a general subject area - medicine, administration, ngineering and
so on.
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BRITISH COUNCIL/ODA COURSE 1980
TEST 2A;	 hmiCE TEST
Ion have 45 minutes to do this test
IhimucTIols PO PA1T A
In questions 1. to 35 select th. best choice and mark your answer on the ANSWER
SHEET lik, this:
1. A
	 3	 2' D
If you want to chang. your answer, change your first mark to a cross and mark
the new answer; like this:
I. A ,3 X D
Pleas. do not write on this booklet.
PA1TA
1. Please do	 we have instructed you.
A	 3 which
Chow	 Dthat
2. ............. you have only 45 minutes, most of you will finish this
test.
A Even	 B However
C Despite	 D Although
3. You .............. about six months in the U by now.
A will spend	 B have spent
C are spending	 D spent
4. Ton will do .......... tests today than
	 the first day of your ELTI
course.
A more	 3 many
C fever	 D little
5.. Students ........... with British Ismilfe. whil, they are hers have an
extra chance to 1sprove their English.
A they live	 B live
C lived	 D living
6. Most overseas students find their training courses easier ......... the
beginning of the second term.
Am	 Bat
Con	 Dto
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7. Work probably comes first but it is important to spend some time on wha
we enjoy
A doing	 B do
C did	 D todo
8. Most overseas students think they ...... like to have more time to read
their set books.
A •hould	 B would
C are	 D will
9 • It is Important to have someone to ask for advice when you don't know
.......... to do.
A how	 B about
C that	 D what
10. The independent student does not like being told exactly what be must
do. . ........, he likes to do things for himself.
A On the other hand	 3 Nevertheless
C On the contrary	 D However
11. Whem students are given scholarships to study abroad, tt.......... that
they will learn something useful for their own countries.
A was hoping	 B hopes
C hoped	 D is hoped
12. One of our most Important aims ........ to find out the things overseas
students consider difficult.
C are	 D be
13. There are always things in life that we ........ not know.
A don't need	 B should have
C are able	 D would rather
14 • Th. higher fees that many students have to pay is ........ the reduction
in goverent aid to the universities.
A due to	 3 result of
C caused	 D by means
15. The question of what makes some people very good at learning foreign
language. ........ has not been answered.
A still	 B ever
C yet	 D until
16. This is Mr Strong.
A snitable response to this is:
A Kow do you do?" 	 B "I'm a student."
C "Is it?"	 D 
fIpj thank you."
T2A/ 3
17,, "I'm sorry to hear that you have bad some bad news from hose.
The most polite reply to your tutor would be
A Not at all."	 B "Thank you.'
C "Excuss is."	 D "Are youV'
10	 N	 N
LU.	 ... 0•. •N.. ••• S •I•	 • S ••••
"Of course."
The rasark getting this reply was probably
A. 'Excuse me, please."	 I "Sorry."
C "Row are things?"	 D "Oh dear.'
19. N	 about having lunch at the place round the corner?"
The speaker is probably
A asking for permission.	 B taking a suggestion.
C explaining a location. 	 D giving a reason.
20 "Tinished yet?"
This question is most suitable for use with
A a visiting speaker.	 B your new tutor..
C a friend •	 D a bank cashier.
23.. "Hold on a minute, please."
You are most likely to hear this
A from a bus driver.	 I as your guests leave.
C froia a loudspeaker.	 D on the phone..
22. "It's in the short loan collection."
Where are you most likely to hear this?
A In church.	 B Ar a post office.
C Ata library.	 D Ins shop.
23. Train fares are terrible nowadays."
Th. strongest way of agreeing with this would be
A "Are they?"	 B "I think so.'
C "Sorry."	 D "You said it.
24. "If I could just case in her.........."
is a useful way of
A making a condition.	 B starting a convention.
C asking someone the way.	 D introducing yo opinion into
a discussion
23. "That's not quite how I see it."
This remark most probably expresses
A. a method of perception.	 B self-criticism
C polite disagreent.	 D a description of events.
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26. All the copies of ' 41 ton's book were out. It must have been mentioned
in the lecture.
The second sentence indicates
A. obligation.	 B prediction.
C probability.	 D doubt.
27.. 'The purpose of the study was tm focus on the main thes in student
adjustment: sources of satisactlan, difficulties encountered and so on.'
In this sentence, 'sources of satisfaction' and 'difficulties
encountered' are
A. examples.	 B opinions.
C definitions.	 D proofs.
28. 'Overseas students, particularly in their first few weeks, and eves in
the south of England, are going to be very such in contact with strong
regional accents; if there is to be a social English component in a
pre-sassional course, there should be some recognition of this in the
planning of it.'
'this' (in the last line) ref era to
A recognition.	 3 the south of England.
C contact with strong accents. D the social English course
component.
29. 'A research student engaged in teaching work may be accepted as a fuil-
time student provided that the total demand made on his tine, including any
preparation which may be required, does not exceed six hours a week.'
This sentence
A states a university rule. 	 3 is a formal warning to part-tin
students.
C forbids students to take	 D gives friendly, informal advice
part-time work.
30. 'The researchers claim that if the sampl. had been larger the informatio
would have been sore reliable.'
This sentence suggests that th. information
A was as reliable as it comid be.
B was more reliable than it should have been.
C came from a larger sample than it should have.
D was less reliable than it could have been.
3l 'Experience in Britain: this was concerned with th. writers' first
impressions and their iediate responses; with experience of prejudice
and discrimination in personal relations; and with such matters as socia
class, religion, education, lodgiLngs, work, organisationa and other
national groups.'
This sentence gives a
A process.	 3 classification.
C rule.	 D comparison.
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32. 'An investigation into students' financial allowances is needed. Many
oversas students come on scholarships received from various sources but
th. majority are private students who have often come with inadequate
estimates of financial requirements.'
What does the second sentence do Lu relation to the first?
A Contradicts it.
	 B Enlarges on it.
C Generalise. from it •
	 0 Bepsats it.
33 • 'The academic tutor would be responsibl, for making a relationship
with the overseas student. The letter of acceptance Zros the college
would give the student the name of his academic tutor. This letter would
be followed up by a personal letter from the tutor himself to the student
welcoming him to the college.'
This seems to be a
A recommendation.	 3 definition.
C proof.	 D condition.
34. 'The students most satisfied reported medium amount of contact with local
people, medium impact from the visit, and medium difficulties. They
were most likely not to report personal depression or discrimination.
They were also the most likely to be satisfied with the teaching quality
and with the helpfulness of the teachers.' Which of the following is
an inference from this?
A Medium contact students were most likely to be satisfied with
their teachers.
3 Neither a lot, nor a little contact is best.
C T best teachers were the most helpful.
D Students With medium contact experienced no depression.
35, 'The overall impression given by the replies of the students is that the
majority had settled down to study with few difficulties of any kind
either linguistic, social. or personal. One would expect students from
other cultures to find a number of difficulties in accommodating
themselves here. Also, the weight of evidence from previous enquiries
shows that a period of study in this country is for many an experience
full of difficulties and often disillusionment.'
Which of the following best fits in after the first sentence?
A This is to be expected.
B These are not important difficulties.
C This is surprising.
D In this way it was possible to discover which students were from
overseas and which were not.
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LhixuCZIOIS 101 PART I
You will read the passage in PART B on your answer sheet •
	 Then think of
ONE WORD which is suitable for each blank space to sake the passage sake
sense.
Write th. words you choose on the ANSWER SKEET like this:
The Overseas Students Trust was set (36)	
- in 1961. to fund
the United (37) <JiJ.err¼.	 agencies.....
U you want to change your answer, put a line through your first answer and
write your new answer above it. Like this:
The Overseas Students Trust was set (36)
	
- in 1961 •........
Now read the passage in PART B on your answer sheet and write the words
in the spaces provided there. Read the whole passage through before you
start filling in the blank spaces.
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For Aaseioors only	 PART A	 PART B
	 TOTAL
COZIPETEN _________________________________
TEST
umsa aAJJcL/0DA CJRSE 1980
TEST 2A: OMPETENZ TEST I	 I ANSWER Sr
NAME: _________________________________ DATE: ___________________
Pk1TA
1	 ABC D	 13 A B	 C	 D	 25	 ABC B
2	 A. 3 CD	 14 A B	 C	 D	 26	 A B C D
3	 A 3 CD	 15£ B	 C	 0	 27	 ABC B
4	 A B C B	 16 A B	 C	 0	 28	 A B C B
5	 A B CD	 11 A 3	 C	 D	 29	 ABC D
6	 A 3 CD	 18 Al	 C	 D	 30	 ABC B
1	 A B C D	 19 A B	 C	 0	 31	 A B C B
B	 A B CD	 20 A 3	 C	 0	 32	 A B C B
9	 ABC D	 2]. A B	 C	 B	 33	 A B CD
10 ABC 0	 22 A B	 C D	 34	 A B C B
Li A BC D	 23 £3	 C	 D	 33	 A B CD
12 A B C 0	 24 A 3	 C	 D
PA 3
TC AID	 EVAT11ATI( OP TILt. L P1ES
1200 Study Fellow, were selected fron eight sam subject fields covered by
the six TCTD subject sections, each of which deal, with a general. subject
area - aedicine, engineering and so on. Each section has a Section Read (36)
____________ 
up to eight or ten progre (37) _________________ The task
of each officer is (38) ________________ deal. with a liaited number of (39)
______________ fellows who are all doing the (40) ___________ courses.
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The progra of fic.r will perhaps (41) ___________ with sixty or so study
fellows (42) ____________ are .11 in one field of (43) ____________. The
prograe officer Li thus able (44) __________ build up a close relationship
with (45) _____________ .s.J.l mber of institutions and courses (46)
_______________ to acquire soss xpertise in the (47) _______________
available for study in one brauck (48) __________ knowledge. It was decided
that the (49) __________ year's batch of study fellows to (50) __________
asked to complete the questionnaire, would (51) _________ all. th. study
fellows from a (32) ________ number of courses. It La hoped (53) __________
in each of the following two (34) __________ another third will be selected
so (53) _________ , by 1980, study fellows in all (56) __________ will bav
completed the questionnaire.
The (57) ______________ information sheet is to be completed (38) _________
the study fellow's prograe officer. tt (59) ______________ corroborate
the factual evidence and. iron (60) ____________ any inconsistencies or
ambiguities. The questions of the self-completion questionaire indicate thea
information sought. Some are factual, some are desjgned_to_elicitwhat the
study fellows, as they depart to their countries, mak. of the training
experience.
Test dM.trato
Teat Aaseeeorst
Scoring Ttsei
2. PCUR
121&1
BRITISH COWJCILJODA C0UR 1980
TT 2s COitPET3CE TT
	
a..d posT.iT)
N0T FOR ASSSO
10t5 — 1100
Roger .wkey
Joln McGovern, Jenny Pugeley, Sheia.gL% Rixon, itik. Stieeon)
Ro€er aswlc.y, ((lilian *..xsh?)
After ths soon of TT I ha. been done?
'	 . lay-over tranhl*rency to score PART A. / inftcate. stuient's selection;
/ ox any other corrected aarking not to be considered. (Aak RAL re query case..)
&iter nusber of correct answers usier PART A in the Score Box on th. Answer Sheet.
t•	
-
l
2.2 Score PART 3 close peseage on the Answer Sheet. accepting a.lternattves that iou
conaider entirely apxopriat. a.th correct in their innediat. context ai4 in the
text as a. whole. Pl.a... slash words you do not tccept.
ter maber of accepted	 zaass tudor PART B in ths Score Box o the Awer
Sheet.
i.e. _____________________________________________
S-	 L	 Lr A
2.3 d scores for ?AI1 A azd B ath enter total tudor TOTAL in Score Box.
Leav, the % apace.
2.L Ia aU scored answer sheets to R*jj.
Thank you.
.W	 7/80.
iIbe3A- - --' -.--	 -_5----	 -
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PAB? A.
Some statistics about overseas.
students in the UK
Table 1
Fwibr edmliis
L'wnid	 PuIys4cà.es	 '-s	 Total
Nm.
grad. grad. Total Mms. ad,... Total Mm. ad	 Total
cad cad
	 ted ted
1974-77 11.433 16.021 34.454 13,462 333 14,295 7.214 26014 33,234 $2,?79
1973-76 17,547 14,244 31,431 9,966 740 10.706 6,499 26,024 32.526 75,060
	
1974-75	 16,290 11,174 23.264 6,939 771 	 7,710 4,961 21,139 26,107 62,011
	
1973-74	 15,141 10,177 23,311 5,434 704
	 6,133 3,744 17,317 21,131 32,317
	
172-73	 13.515 1,125 22,410 4,292 714
	 5,074 2,967 14,194 Ii,1I 44,647
Nuts In 1960.41, the year o(ths Oveenag
 Studenta Trues's ption, the nwnbar a(
owns,. students is the public scr a( education wea 25,061, ( wham
1Z199'siesgi wsiwniilcsand I2,162io tocollc.
.ntu'c.: 3,ftCoimc*
Table 2
	 1974-75	 1975-76
	
OnU	 PubI	 OersII	 ublk- -
Country	 Total	 Seciar	 Total, Sector
	
11,613	 7,010	 15,027	 10,189
Iran	 6,348	 5,222	 8,825	 7,452
Nigeria	 4,378	 3,533	 5,273	 4,636
Hong Kong	 3,436	 2,931	 4,434	 3,712
France	 3,907	 342	 4,330	 483
Ireland	 3,021	 511	 3,771	 690
USA	 3,762	 3.248	 3,71!	 3,365
Greece	 3,018	 2.735	 3,365	 3,i23
Sri Lanka	 2,054	 1,659	 2,862	 2,351
Mawisius	 2,579	 663	 2,678	 793
Gainsay	 2,473	 673	 2,348	 785
Kenya	 2,160	 1,946	 2,347	 2,012
Jndia	 2,32()	 1,881	 2,316	 1,335
Switzerland	 2,375	 252	 2,042	 338
Cyprus	 2,090	 1,892	 1,961	 1,824
Iraq	 1,399	 1,278	 1,315	 1,699
Turkey	 1,578	 1.171	 1,714	 1,359
Rhodesia	 969	 578	 1,658	 1,171
Pakistan	 1,430	 1,311	 1,606	 1,444
Singapore	 1,242	 1,010	 1,552	 1,323
c ..: 3raadC3
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TsöI. 0(I)
23663	 9.4	 9 121	 .1-3
	
37.734	 79	 24?
29.379	 25
	
9.750	 6-9	 39.129
	
3-6	 24-9
31.294	 63
	
10.790	 10-7	 42.084	 7-6	 23-6
.32.651	 4.3	 11.841	 9.7	 44.492	 5-7	 26-6
33.014	 1•l
	
I). 103	 10-7	 6.1 17	 .7.7	 23-4
32.202 -2S
	
I4.$5	 ".7	 46.837	 '4	 31-2
31.826	
-1•2
	
16,0.14	 9-6	 47.870	 2-2
	
3.5
32.577	 2-4	 17.213	 7.)	 49.790	 4-0	 3-1-6
12.332 -08
	
I7.q	 4.4	 5094	 1•0	 33.7
Tabis 0(11)
OVERSEAS STUDENTS iN BRITAIN 1977.78
-	 ALL
- (IIVCWT17
	 4STITUTI0PI$
Iisp,.s.	 4J	 16,411
3J	 LJ11
	
- 3.456	 z,4	 7.mrIS	 2.461	 LIUSA	 2.641	 •	 4.1153.741 %	 436liw.	 214	 1I	 3.756.
•	 311	 116	 W1
____________	 •	 1.61	 41	 3,SIll La
	 413	 717	 2,416444
	
2.211	 367
-	 211	 2.233
'mu -
	 •	 ,MS	 U.	 IJ
Fufl-tIme wistgradua*es
6. TIw trends in the number of fufl-time home and overseas poszgraduates, as defined
for fee-paying purposes, over the years 1968-69 to 1976-fl are shown in Table D(i).
Home	 Ovarscua	 I	 Toiai
I ONerI	 .z4
Number	 Number rnrr	 Number Arie . qso,
PTerasogv	 Perrriiagv	 Prree.rage I pa'rre,t:og,
1969 .70.........
1970-71.........
I97-72.........
1972-73.......
1973-74.,.. --
l974.7 ........
l97!76
I973-77........
For the third time in the last four years, tli.re has been a decrea in the number of
home postgriduatcs. Although the percentage increase in the number of overseas
postcraduatcs as the smallest foreight years it stiilcauscd the proporuon of overseas
studnts to rise onca aiza,n.
M	 dmndiy sad
Enisenng and
AialIure, formury and
s=nvy.
Social. sdnumstrsa,s sad
-....
AtchIuctur, 306 other
pooal sad
Lsnguas. IilraUus asid
Ana. other ihaa nusges
TsiM
1975-76	 1916-77	 1975-76	 1976.77
Nub um'r Number umj, Number er Nwnber eeer
	
7.643	 23-S	 7,033 21-3	 1.174	 6-3	 1,246	 64
	
1.705	 3i	 1.774	 35	 1.240	 73	 1,316	 .3
	
3.044	 93	 3.051	 94	 3,317 22-2	 4,059 33i3
	
522	 II	 523	 1-6	 598	 .3-5	 620	 34
	
7,909	 24-3	 7.965	 244	 4.004	 2.3-3	 4,211	 28
	
4,636 29.4	 6,78* 214	 3.726 234	 3.766 23.0
1,148	 3-5	 1.173	 3-6	 526	 3.!
	
565	 3.1
	
2.1401 6d
	
2.089	 6-3	 1.117	 69	 U57
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	 1.936	 6-6	 938	 5.4	 912	 .Pg
	
1006	 32.332 109.0	 17,213 100-0	 17.962 1690
udonudeM wlto.sajbeot not ,iaorded.
As in the case of undergraduates (Table B(iifl, a much greater proportion of overseaS
students than that of home stud:rns as reading engineering an..i technology whjetc
The number of graduates studying for the Ccrtif.atc of Education was thc. Me.1YI
reason for the much greater proportion of home students than o :rseas students f.lUnj
in the education group. PTO
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?tserse pvb4i..d by ma O,ur.usa
3s..iös.is Trust s'ow
ICUS	 _...___4 1.1' s,5
nrd aU psuigruduss. pLSCSS s
---I urIa4 1517.75. s.d
a iM. h.d In ,ss.er a.d
t.dsti, scmw*, gs,s.wy
a4 vssari.sry st)s.CL is ,b. p.iy.
sucAsues, 43 per cu.s. sne*...na*
s.d WcM.ês ,ci.dsssu s.
csu,. WU,. frs	 .r.
For 1974/75 the toag
 nimber of adiolars from
anmjsteg
.4 by the Cosmell imder a varIety ofsda.n.. was 26,iSi. In 1975/76 the w 2g,772. Themanbsr coming tx,dsr ffie Bntma Tecwu CooperationSchwa. wee 4,097 and these awv were nuusr byTsctmica Cooperation Training Dopsrtmont. A very smallAne*m compered to the- 90,000 ph ou.rss studerrt wpmare hs at any era time. Of corr,e we realise that nothinglike Uas rmmb.r is in need of pre-.omaor fnØlsh p.rh. onequester, It er own operation Is anything to go by. TheBrItish Corticil places about 500 on pre-eessa	 Englisheach eanmar.
It will be t.et4 to linve a rough bredc
.down of sshject areafor the 4,000 In I97s/7 30.6 were in the field of agricu&tueq,
210 In arss and hianastitje., 502 in edicatlan, 541 In medicine,942 necionce and technology and 1,96 in soci*L s"dles
PART 3
Methods ofTeochhig
The suney ie,caled that many overseas students experience
seine difficulty in adjusting to the methods of teaching used in
institutes of higher education in this country. Their prefe...i
inthsripoetwamlobeinshzpeontrs*ttothOtCO(ths
majority of British students. The Robbins report on higher
education noted that 'cxtensiw cOlTepi& nit' bad been made by
students organizations in his country concerning methods of
U$*rUCtIofl, and that these criuthms were levelled largely at the
use of lectures. British students urge that these should be
largely replaced by tutorials and saminazi. Indeed the aid.
sism of lectures was so widespread that the Pobbins comrmttct
felt that it wet n''y to enter a defence on their behalf
'We think that a well-planned and well-delivered series of
lectures can give a sense of proportion and emphasis lacking in
tutorial discussion and semutars where teaching, in following
where the argument leads, may often stray into by-ways
Attendance at lectures pres them (studeuts) a neccszy frame
to a weeks work, makes them feel part of a community of
learning and leads to a wider irnellottual contact with their
rdu than membership o(small classes alone can
The report goes on to issue a aarn,n about the altcrnazivc to
lectures for which the majority of British studelus cxprcm a
preference: 'The tutorial. pronr1y conducted, is an arduous
affair on both sidcs the pupil has to take an active nart. For
the great majority of students we bclwvc it to be too exacting.'	 p r a
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The overseas students in the present samnk would seem to be .	-
in agreement with thc Robbins committee mtht$mn with their
flriusli counterparts. Whcn akcd to place th.enrious methods
of instruction in an ordcr of preference kcttares .erc found to
beclvasiyinthelcad.81 percnto(thctotalsasnplcracingthis
form of teaching as 'very uscfuf'. On the other hand onl,'
slightly more than a half placed tutorials and seminars in the
same cnteory. The above quotauons (rose the Robbins
report perhaps provide a key to the marked diflrence in thu
respect between Bntish and overseas students. On behalf of
lectures it was claimed that tacy serve to make studcnts fed
part at a community of learning' and lead to 'der intellectual
contact with their fellows' than does membership of a small
class or seminar. This may well explant why many overseas
siudcnts look upon lectures with such favour, especially if they
involve l3ntish ssudcats as well and if. as is often the case, the
small classes that represent the alternative am composed of
oher overseas students. Another feasible explanation for this
difference is also indicated in the quoted extracts from the
Robbins report. Tutorials can be extremely demanding and, in
the committee's view, too exactin! for many British students.
Those from overseas may well shrink from this kind of
intimate contact with tutors and fellow-students because they
feel ill-equipped for the kind of cncountcr that ii involves.
PART	 C
"Once you built up contacts you were all right."
"people are sore tri.adly than I thonght-they 'would be. It In easier to sake
friends with workers and technicians than to sake friends with sidius-clana people.
In the younger gensrarion, .rls are sore friendly. In th. older generatton you
find the men ax.."
"peel I as regarded generally as a foreigner - cious, strange. But in college I
as shown mare respect as a person."
'T had to re-learn ngY1sh when I case here. The major pro bless are the language
and. yotm' customs, do don't know how to interpret your behaviour sad customs and
can get the wrong message."
'T wanted to meet U people when I came here. $0 I used the hospitality offered -
such as international coffee evenings."
"I don't get to know IZ people and would like to. I flz4 people friendly but I
haven't made friends. I see mostly foreigners here."
"1! I am involved in a situation where I sense something is wrong, I as not sure
whether the borrier is due to my problem about language or to some other difficulty,
e.g. cultural."
PTO
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"Tolerance in there but the acceptability IS lacking. So long as you don't
intercre with other people you axe tolerated, but if you want to be accepted
you foel that people put pressure on you to be sonethini you may not be."
like it her. but I can see that it is dtffrcult for my wife. I as
impressed by the freedon here aid the sens. of social. responsibility."
'The cajority of British people don't know tach about what is going on overseas
and. they have a false idca about the countxis aid the way, people live outside
£urcpe aid the Z.
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T3/A/1
REPORT A REPORT 3 REPORT C TOTAL
Text Int.ractioo
For
	
Nrforncs___________ ___________ __________ ______
Assessors only	 Teat
BRITISH CtXIiCIL/ODA CRS3 1980
TEST 3: TEXT T.NI1R&CII1 PRFORIiAICE TEST 	
f	 I
____________________ MTZ: ___________
You have 1 hours to do this teat.
Lwr A: REPORT A
Boa. facts, figures and ooents about overseas students in Britain
ax. given in WRT A of your Data Booklet. (It is the kind of
iniortion you y have to collect for yourselves during your
studi...)
On th. Rport Sboet over th. pegs, erit. REPORT A, a airy of
th. data in ? A of the bookl.t.
Your report should cover topics iuch as:
ov.rall azabers of overseas students co.ing to study here;
a.in countries of origin, kinds of institution, subject areas.
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T3/A/2
FJ
OVERSEES 5ruxf1S IN 8PITAIN: TRE GZNZBAL PICTURE
62
A/3
WRT B: REDRT B
Pleas, read the article on .stbods of teaching in MRT B of your 1t Booklet.
In RERT B babe,	 rias the inforeation in the artioli according to th.
headings given. Give your own opinion, too.
IRRPORTB
I1ETHODS OF TEP.CHXNG	 - -.	 -
UK Students' Preference: ______________________________________________
Possible R.asona: _______________________________________________________
Overseas StuQeiat' Preorer-ce: _________________________________________
Possiblelea sons: __________________________________________________________
Your own opinion:
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T3/A/4
RT C: RRT C
p1.. atudy the quotationa in MET C of your ta Booklet • In EPT C bslow,
jrj.s the in opininna CASd a dn.CTtb. your oen fslingi aut the
qwtationa.
tazorrcI
T!T12:
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BRITISI! COTJzCIL/ODA COUN 198')
3 * TT I1ITACTION PERFORMANCE TJT
NO! FOR ASSERSO!
I. ADMIJ
Test Tine, 1130 - I2Lfj
Test Mninjstrator* Noger wky
Test Assessors	 Bogex Hawkey
Scorin Tines	 19/7/80
2. MARKING ZC1)IZ
2.1 QUA '1 TY...EVANCE AND ACCURACY 0? ZFOAT1ON PCS
REPORT	 (Scamaing. transcoding, reporting specUic infornation) 	 Scores
- Qversllunbers of overseas strienta coming heree
latest figure 123,759, 1977/78	 I	 I
flies fron 1+4,91.7 in 1973/3 (or use 60/6i figure)	 I	 I
Rise every year, coneiderab].e 	 I
Rise. in all sectors, institutions 	 I
Rise in proportion , overseas/tr( stuisuta	 I	 I
- Main countries of orin
Top 1+ Malaysia, Iran, Iftgeria, U
	 I	 I
Sans for all reported years (7+-78) (W7 adasing)	 I	 I
Next + (BA, Greece, Franc., Irelani	 (or countries not
Changes in order; e.g. (B up,Prance down	 there)	
-	 I
- lCinie of institution
(versitiee, polyt.chnics, FE
	 I	 i
' Public ani private sector
	 i
All levels, nxt.rgrad, postgzsd; advanced, non-advanced
	 I	 I
- Subject areas
Main areas estgs.t.chno]ogy; agric + vet; Soc sti$ies, adam, business I I I I I I
}ü proportion of overseas post grads (3)	 I
5C%+ in sug + technology; /k3% at poiys	 .1	 I
Max Total	 O earka
REPORT 3 (scanning, inference, relating text topic to own view)
- .1 Tutorials ani sesinars	 I
.2 intinat. contact; discuaaion/argus.nt; active +? '4
	 I I r I I
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.3 l.ctiu.s	 r
.4 s.o.s of proportion, .eptzis; frase; a unity;	 I I I L I
wider inteilectusJ. contacts; i.e. exacting; aest
sore	 tish stuients
.j own preference ani reasons
	
	 I I I
	 I
Max ?ota.l - IS earks
REPORT C (Inference, susearising, relating others' ani awn viii..)
- Sus.ry: contacts/acceptability - worm at it 	 I I I I
class, genetion,
setting differences
language - to interpret behavior, culte	 r
British insularity; sense of responsibility I I I
reserve	 -
- Own Opinion t choice + rons	 I I I I i i
Max Tntal - 15 itarks
2.2 COMMUNICATIVE PEB?OBIW4CE CTERIA 5CAL
.1 FOIJL ACCURACY (__for ROR A. B ani C)
I. Alsost a11 graisatical patterns inaccuret. except in a. few stock phrases.
Zatenied cosaunication thus nearly always prevented.
2.	 Constant gritica]. errors showing control of f iv sajor patterns
Intenied coasunication frequently aspired.
3.	 Quite frequent- grassatical errors showing sose-sa jar patterns -uncontrolled.
Only occasional bresJciowns in inteedsi cosaunication.
Li.	 Occasional grwaticai. 	 ors showing isperf set control of ease patterns.
None of these cause actual e.Jriiowns in intezztad cosaicatjon.
5. Only infrequent and insignificant grassatical erxrs.
None of these even hasper intended coasunication.
6. atucated native speaker grsatica1. acciuy.
.2 FLIBIMTT	 (	 for RFJPOR'IS B and onl.y)
I.	 Inability to cop. with iaaed.tate cosaunicative needs; no capacity to
negotiate personally requirsi seening when focus is .witched to'outaide'
the text.
2	 Preoccupation with the exercise of sarginal 0apeoity to negotiate
edtately required seaning fros the text aeso. only a ainiasi ability
to handle switch of focus to topics 'outside' the text.
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REPORT B REPORT C
____ .24
9 31,3 /42[.
I.?	 .
T3AJ
Attsspts to hal. co.sunicaton 'outaiis 'the t.zt zt frequent s&cIowns
in cousunioation b.ca.us. th. switch of focus is a probles.
Most sidtc1.ng fros coasnnlcation mud, to 'outside' the text 	 il.d
.ffecttvely. Occasiocal. errors csus by sireading the r.]atioustzip.
lie sjnjflcant probiss ca.ia by th. switch of focus frea cosication
maid, to oulside the tort.
tncatad catits speaker capacity to hstls switch.. of focus.
.3 ORCAiISATION	 (	 for RCRTS ar C only)
Degree of helpfulness to cossuniostion of the r.q4r sessag. of achieved.
through features such ass
logical sequencing. inter-topic connections, focusing h.adings, sub-heading.,
underlining, other features of. lay-out).
1'	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
Considerably &tgnif- A Zaix A little liii lie€a.tiv. v uci
izoves	 icantly a.aount
coasunication	 co*sication
6 -
	 5 —ê	 3	 I -	 -O
3.
5.
6.
REPORT A
Interact ion
:3.. S)1(ART OF MARI(C SCXD(1 Xrance	 -
RRTA
usntity, relevance .th accuracy of inforsations Max 30
Tonal AcCac	 Max 6
•— Orgenisation	 Max 6 sarks
TOTAL, 2
REP0!rr B
Qntity, relevance ani acccy of inoztioas Max 18
Tonal Accuracy	 Max 6
Fusibility	 Max 6
TOTAL,j0
RRT C
usntity, relevance and accuracy of inforestions Mix 15
Tonal Accuracy	 iiax 6
flsxtbtlity	 Max 6
ganisation	 Max 6
WTAL,33
-	 67
esrks
esrks
sarks
iixks
usrks
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GMER EDTtATION IN BRITAIN
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PART A s Statistics
PART B $ miversities
PART C t Quotations
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P A R T A
Higher	 The proision for higher education baa almost tripled in size since rg6o. It
Education	 caters for about 500,00o full-time and sandwich students and about 2o,000
is so part-time students through a vsriety of courses and in a variety of institutions.
More than is per cent of z8-year-olda enter courses of higher education. This
expansion has been achieved by creating ten new universities and by developing
a number of colleges into universities; by
 forming 30 polytechnica specialising
in advanced work out of further education colleges; and by expanding the size of
all these institutions. Colleges of education which specialised in training
teachers were e,tn.inded repidly to cope with the rising numbers of pupils in
schools but faced with the prospect of a fall in numbers (due to a fall in the
birthrate) some have been closed while many have been amalgamated with
other colleges, leading in some cases to the development of institutes or colleges
of higher education providing a range of courses.
The number of students taking full-time and sandwich courses (excluding
teacher training) is evenl y divided between science-based and arts-based courscs;
although this is not a matter for rcpliciz gob ernment policy, it has been the subject
of much public di.cu"ion.
Table 4.11
	
Higher education: number and age of students from the United Kingdom
and from ovemas
	
Unired kingdom	 Thousands
Men	 Womsa
	
1967/68 1976/77 1977/78	 1967/68 1976/77 1977/78
FuII.t*m. utudmita by era gin:
Froff the tinned Kingdom
Umversni.s':undetgieduate 	 115 9	 134 6	 139-1	 476	 777	 82 0
past-graduate	 20-6	 22-6	 21-4	 6-3	 10-4	 102
Further sducsucn: first degree
	 16 8	 46 2	 50-0	 49	 23-5	 27-9
teacher usining
	 29-5	 253	 19-7	 788	 69-8	 52-0
ocourase	 326	 381	 37.9	 115	 216	 234
Total full-urn. UK stud.nta	 215-1	 266-8	 2682	 149-1	 203-0	 195-5
From overseas2
Univ.vssues':undstgraduate 	 54	 12 1	 130	 12	 40	 4.4
post-graduate	 79	 145	 14-5	 14	 3.5	 3.7
Further.ducation:firstd.gr.. 	 16	 7-1	 7.7	 02	 1-2	 17
teacher vasning	 0-2	 0-2	 0-4	 0-3	 04	 0 5
olhercowses	 4-1	 10-0	 10-0	 0-4	 2-4	 2 2
TotaIfuII-tuv*ovensasszud.nts	 189	 44-0	 45-6	 3-4	 11 4	 12-4
Fi.Il-tlnse studst,t. by .,. group.:
18 and under	 24 7	 32-4	 33-6	 24-6	 28-9	 278
19-20	 944	 108 0	 109-9	 753	 90-1	 87-2
21-24	 82-7	 111-6	 111-0	 342	 61-8	 609
25 and over	 32-3	 585	 59 1
	 18-4	 33-6	 32-0
Pan-time studseto:
Umvers'tses	 16 3
	 19 9
	
20 2
	 40	 76	 64
Oasn L,niversrty
	
36 2	 38 2
	 .	 25-0	 28-0
Further iducation advanced courses:
	
69 3
	 82 5
	 859	 50	 17 2	 215
svenrng only cassees	 46 3
	 33.9	 34-6	 49	 6 2	 14
Toealp.n-urn.studsnts	 131-9	 1724	 178-6	 139	 559	 674
Pen-time studseta by op. groups:
l8sadundsr	 .	 33	 3-6	 ..	 1-5	 1-7
19-20	 .	 17-9	 18-7	 .	 4 7	 5-3
21-24	 .	 46-7	 53-6	 ..	 11 3
	
16-6
25andovsr	 ..	 104-5	 102-6	 ..	 38-5	 430
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dntdstiv end hiddu
and iaduuioqyi
4hsie.iu.	 and
.iiy siienc:
Social	 ritios and
A.cwtocturi and ndiarfsie.anid aid vocational
Lsni.ge. liwritvv. and
sri. sud*ir
Am nail? man lanjss.
name. dians and visual
4,715
4.350
16.854
7,414
35.799
985
3.591
922
45.897
14,681
34,140
*6.460
3.730
916
12,411
15,9*3
11 984
10.880
4.535
4.2*3
16,499
6.055
35.482
711
3,764
756
43.192
12.746
31,391
13.676
3.467
834
12,044
14,433
11,929
¶0.311
4.159
4.684
15.9*7
6.748
34.296
830
3.805
864
44,475
*3,541
32.502
74,369
3.281
32*
12,265
14,958
12,373
(0.360
5.51
S. I!
19,4(
11,3i
39.01
2.1
4.0*
* 6t
I8.1
42.54
2488
4.21
I .6!
7282
20,71
13 5,3
13,4
Miii ........ .4.263
Women - . - 4.016
Miii ........ .16.222
Women 5,664
Miii ....... . 34.392
Women . . - - 534
Miii....... . 3.598
Women - - - 693
Miii ....... . 43.519
Womi. .. - 12,341
Miii....... . 29243
Woman . .. 14.063
Miii...... . ' 3.121
Womun..I
Miii, ...... . p12027
Womsn *4.369
Miii ....... . 9.967
Women •.. 1.374
	
4.796 4.969	 5,115 5.601	 3223
6.413 4.388 5.455 5.696 5.760
17,254 17.931 15,332 18,627 19,171
6233 6.029 9,760 *0,379 10,908
35.734 34.537 34.508 35,378 37,515
1.161	 1,250	 1,399 i 1,539
	 (.337
3.607	 3.595	 3,6731 3.395
	 4.081
1.01$ 1.091 1,167 1,372 1,495
45.085 45.274 44297 45.342 45283
15.32$ 15,686 11,331 16,340 1139?
34902 36,074 37.275 39.865 41,375
17,296 ' 18.650 20,147 21.966 23.561
3.660	 3,706	 4,014	 4.1:38	 4.168
990	 1,105	 1,293	 1,496	 (.613
77,335 72,256 12,24* 17,521 12,777
15,495 17,066 17,749 18,754 I 19,561
12.153 12 135 12,302 ¶2,702 I 13,048
11,299 *1.633 12.021 - ¶2,593 13,239
II.ime endsvdan1es
•	 ArIa
1971-71 .-.	 44.53(91273...	 4.(.3
1913-74 ...	 4,8Qi,
p 974-75 -	 .1&146
*975-76 ...	 49 A3
197677 ...	 52.143
Men
Scwiic
ai a
pIT-
of suf..I
	
316	 6•3
	
'9,0,t)	 638
7//S 629
i&mi 62!
6.fl1 60•7
	
76.64')	 60.!
Women
Snenrr
era
p.?-
cniifuve
Am	 1icn:g UI hIftd
11.099	 36'S
36.326	 22.317	 J6'3
40.14	 23.5(9	 369
42.754	 24.617	 36 6
45.M'	 23.5*3	 359
46.5(0	 26.65	 35')
Total
SC1eJK4
an Ii
pr?-
crr%igf
Arts	 Science of f,sai
81.237	 (0l.4S	 35•S
51,Q99 101.377	 54'
S'.9	 101.214	 541
89.t'04	 101.374	 53'!Q255 (02.260	 SI S
(00.633	 105.114	 51'!
Mn $im4ser at universities are undergraduates: in 1977-78 there were
about 28o,5a full-time untrersity students in Britain, including over 48,87!
postgraduate.. Just under a lislE lived in colleges and halls of residence, over
one-third were in privately rented accoenniodation, and the remainder lived at
home, There were about a,aoq full-time university teachers paid wholly front
university funà. The ratio of starE to students we. about one to eight or nine,
one of the most favourable in the world.
Except at the Open University, 8rst-degres courses are mainly full-time and
usually last three or four years, though mdal and veterinary courses may
require five or sir.. In spice of the ectcnsion of facilities for obtaining a degree in
other ways the majority of students on full-ernie tim-degree courses .are at
universities (the non-university sector o*fers a variety of other higher-education
cour,cs bc*ides degrees).
Unlv.iaiees( vi: course. taken by full-tim. studsma
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Further increasss in the number of graduates
entering industry and commerce took place
between 1976/77 and 1977/78: 9 and 15 per
cent rsspectively. During the earns period the
numbers entering education rose by 35 per cent.
although, in percentage terms, the annual share
of graduates entering education employment con-
tinued to dect.ne (Chart 4.12).
Chart 4.12 D..thi.tlon of first and highs, d.gr.. graduates from UK Unlvsrsltlss
•ntsring Horns employment
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PART	 B
Universities in Britain
University education in Britain- is one part of a broad system of higher educa-
tion, which also includes the work in colleges of education (teacher-traming
colleges) and advanced courses in polytechnics and other colleges of further
education. Higher education, most of which is undertaken full time by young
people who leave school at about 18 or 19, may take the form of general or
specialised studies. Some courses combine higher education with practical
training for professions such as teaching and medicine and in technological or
scientific subjects; beyond this there is postgraduate work that can lead to higher
degrees. There are also part-time courses for people in employment, and training
and refresher courses for older, qualified people.
At a tune of rapid educational expansion in Britain higher education has
expanded more than any other part of the educational system. The number of
fuil-time students-456,900 in 1970-71--Ia well over three times the number in
the mid-1950s. They are broadly in the proportions of one-half in the univer-
sities, one-third in the colleges of education and one-sixth taking advanced
courses' in polytechnics and other further education colleges.
This expansion may be seen as the third stage of the educational revolution
of the last hundred years. The late nineteenth century saw the establishment of
free and universal elementary education; by 1900 most children remained at
school until they were at least 12. There followed the second stage, culminating
in the Education Act of 1944, as a consequence of which secondary education
was made available to all and the minimum school leaving age was raised to
15 in 1947. (In September 1972 the minimum school leaving age was raised to
16.) The resultant growth in senior forms, taken in conjunction with a rise in the
birth-rate, has meant that more and more pupils are qualifying for higher
education. In 1970-71 an estimated 92,590 pupils and students in England and
Wales left schools and grant-aided further education establishTnntt with two
r more	 levels (-commonly accepted as a qualification for higher education),
compared with only 43,300 in 1960-61.
It was against this background that the report on Higher Education in Great
Britain was produced by a committee under the chairmanship of Lord Robbins
in 1963.' The expansion of higher education docs not derive entirely from this
report, for the late 1950s and early 1960s had already seen considerable advance;
but the report's recommendations gave an added impetus. In particular they
included the principle, which was immediately accepted by the Government,
that no one who is qualified should be prevented by lack of money from con-
tinuing his or her education to the highest level. In fact over 90 per cent of all
students in higher education in Britain receive grants for the full or part pay-
ment of their fees and maintenance (see p 10). The Robbins report also set
targets for all sections of higher education in Great Britain up to 1980-81.
These figures included 390,000 full-time places in higher education by 1973-74,
of which 218,000 were to be in universities and 122,0 00 in teacher training.
However, due to rapid expansion in the late sixties, the target for higher
education and the universities was achieved by the academic year 1969-70
while that for teacher training was reached by 1970-71.
Proposals for university development in Great Britain were contained in two
Government White Papers, published in December 1972,1 which outlined a
ten-year programme of expansion at all levels of education. According to the
White Papers, the Government expects to be providing for about 375,000 full-
time students in the universities in Great Britain by 1981. This compares with
236,000 such students in 1971-72.
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PART C
'I really wish I had had sore training in nglish in sy boss oountry before I
case here to begin sy etntie..0
"I didn't rec.iv. n .r1y enough detailed inforaation about wy post..ad.uat. cours.
before I arrived here. The inforeatton that I did get was too little ant too
late.
I 's glad sy wife a.z4 child have cos. with a. but they get lonely at boa. all day.
When I get tack fros college, I fint it difficult to Concentrate on sy work ant I
feel. guilty if I don't spent a lot of tii. with thea.
1 live in a university hail of r..id.nce ant I as siounted by other for.i
atedents. I hardly ever get the cwics to talk to tish atadsuts. It would be
such better if I COuld live with an Otnary tiah fazily."
01t 'a very lonely here without ay Zanily. I often get hoseeick ant Is sure this
baa a tad effect on sy woxk."
"I did a special biglish training course in wy country before I case to TJC.
	 ut
really it isa a sate of tise sat effort. I would have learnt such sore in a
shorter tiae if I'd done a pr.-etaty g1I sh course here.
"I fo	 out as such about sy specialist course as possibl. before I case to the DE
but you can't really e sure. what it's going to be like until it actually starts.
You have to be prepared to adapt to th. unexpected anyway.0
"I was told it would be better to live with an glIah Zanily but I feel cut off
fins all the activities at the university itself it as never quit. sure what sy
responeihiuities ar. as a 'seab.r' of a Zanily. I don't have enough iuiepehieuce."
1 did a special. gliah course before I case here at then two separat. course.
in gll ah in the before I went to sy vereity.	 it the tke. coursee didn't
sees to be connected or co-oxd.tnst.d.. I had to learn ease things three tises ant
some things I didn't get to learn at all.'
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akTE:
Pr3/A 1
For	 Text Interaction REPORT A REPORT B REPORT C TOTAL
Assessors	 Perfero
Teat__________ ___________ ___________ _______
BRITISH COUNCIL/Oak CYRSE 1.980
TEST 3: TT IER&CTI( RPORIMNCE TEST
	 Ls(
You have l hours to do this test.
!RT '. REPORT A
Some facts and figures about higher education in &itain are given in RT A
of your Data Booklet. (It is the kind of inforeation you eny have to collect
for yourselves during youx studies.)
On the Renort Sheet over the page write REPORT A, a sury of the data in
RT A of the booklet.
Your report should cover topics such as:
Overall. nuabers of students;
Comparisons between le and feeale etudenta;
Subject areas;
Jobs after graduation.
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MRT B: REPOWI' B
Please read the article on veraiti.s in Britain in WRT B of your £*ta Booklet.
In REPORT B b.lov siarias the inioxation in the articl• according to the
headings given.
PT'3/A/3
REPORT B:
WVIVERSTT!Eg IN BRITAIN
1. Different kinds of higher education in Britain:
2 • The 3 stages of educational expansion:
2.1
2.2
2 .3
3. Facts and figures on the expansion of higher education:
19 50s
1960-61
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1973-74
1981	 _______	 ____________________________________
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W C: R.EPORT C
p a study the quotations in PART C at your Data Booklet. In RZT C below
srise the in opinions expressed and describe your own tssling. aboat the
quotations.
aEPRT C:
TITLE:
80
PF3/A/1
Icr	 rext Interaction	
REPORT A
	 RER)RT B	 REPORT C
	 TO'L&L
Aseesors
Performance	 52	 44	 38	 '3k.
Teat I" ,j __________ __________ ______
3SGI	
2O66
-	 I	 6	 8
BRITISH COUNCIL/ODP 	 1RSE 1980
TEST 3: TEXT INTERACTION P!RPORMANCZ TEST	 ANSWER SHEET 
J
SCORING SC?C 	 D&TE: __________________
You have 1 hours to do this test.
PART A: REPORT A
Some facts and figures about higher education in Britain ire given in PART A
of your Data Booklet. (It is the kind of information you may have to collect
for yourselves during your studies.)
On the Report Sheet over the page write REPORT A, a sury of th. data in
PARTA of the booklet.
Your report should cover topics such as:
Overall numbers of students;
Comparisons between male and female students;
Subject areas;
Jobs after graduation.
pro
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REZORT A:
HI	 EDUCATION IN 8RITAIN: ThE GENERAL PTC'IJRE
(: 'topics such as: overallntr-bers of students; cor,'arisoric betweon
rale and fe,ale students; subject areas; jois after aduaton)
1.• c 500,000 full-time, saridi.ch ss; 250,000 part-time (. 12% of 18+y o
1	 1
full-tine : 215,000 - 263,00 (63-78) men - 463,000 (tJT)
149,000 - 195,000 C " ) women
+ 13,900 - 45,600 ( " ) men	 58QQ0 (0 'seas) 1
3,400 - 12,400 ( " ) women
part-time : 131,900 - 178,600 C " ) nen	 I
13,900 - 67,400 ( M ) tp)
I	 I
University : E proportions c. 55:45;
	 derad:p/ad UIZ7:1;oaeas 50:50
Increase but rate of increase slowing down excent part-time.
2. Ta1e/fertale
see above plus omen numbers rising more
I	 I	 I
men: science 60% arts 40 %; women Sc 35 Arts 65%
C	 S	 S	 S
men bi in SC, Ens, Soc Sc; women bi in LanC,lit; red, Soc Sc, Sc
3. Subject areas
I
see above plus rai order 1 Soc Sc 2 Sc 3 Arts 4 Ledic (all rising)
4. Jobs after
Indusy /commerce top_ and up
/	 S	 /	 I	 /
rani: order - 1. md, 2. Cou 3 other public 4 hospital service 5 ecmn
rising	 falling	 fallin:	 fall
IIF0 c 40 marks + rorma]. Accuracy (1 to C) + Organisation (0 to 6)
AX TOTAL -
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PAWr B: REPORT B
Plsso read the article on universities in Britain in WRT B of your Data Booklet.
In REPORT B below • saria. th. inforRation in the article according to th.
headings given.
REPORT B:
UNIVERSITIES IN BRITAIN
1. Different kinds of higher education in Britain:
Urrv + C of rdn (TTC) + ?olvs +Col). of FE -.	 If I I
l+ year.-olds - general + specific, + or - practical aining f
under-ad + post-a + part-time/refresher
2. The 3 stages of educational expansion:
2.1	 free universal primary edn; 	 late 19 C	 I 1 li
2.2	 free see edn for all; mm. ae 15 —16; 1944 on	 g
2.3	 hiher edn (expansion); 1950's on
3. Pacts and figures on the expansion of higher education:
l950a	 C 150,000 full-tine cc (Hicher Ed)	 I I
1960-61 4.300 L'ith 2 A levels ..	 I
1969-70 213.000 Univ cc,	 -	 I
I I	 gil
197071 92.590 zith " A's +; 45 .900 full-tine (HE); uriiv, CoE;l/6 po1,'s+l 000 TT
1971-72 26.0O0 full-tine univ sS.
1973-74	 0.000 full-time places ir. HE (213,000 Univ + 122,000 C) 	 I I I
1981	 75.000 full-ti'e Univ cc (rlar.ned)	 I I
C.'.T0t 33 rarc + F0!t'AL ACCURAC'( Cl to )	 = 1q.
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MRT C: REPORT C
Plas. study the quotations in .RT C of your Data Bookist. In R.ET C below
irje the in opinions expressed and describe your own feelings about the
quotations.
I IREocd
TITLE:	 I
sT.t:ARY: iain Topics:
EL	 - pre vs post UK preferences; if more than one
re—sessional, no co—ordination.
	
Fnriily: Here vs. not here; /ife, chilthen problem?
	 t I 1
horecick	 -
Accorriodction: UK family vs. hail of residence	 f hi
cependence	 Univ contacts, ozeas as.
uncertain role
Subject area: Too little info, too late; vs. doesn't matter,
muzt adapt am'Wa7
On feeljrv-s	 2.	 1	 .2.	 1	 1	 2.
'w ::a = 20 + rOflIAL ACCURACY (1 to 6); CLEXIBILITY C! to 6)
+ DBGAIISATI0Ii (0 to 6)
T0'rAL * 33
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BISU QuIIJODA CXRJUE 1980
ST 4: ORAL ThACrION 1ST (OIl)
Notes for Assessors
1. The isain aims of OtT are:
1.1 To assess, (for placement and profiling purposes) th. aural/oral.
coumiun.tcative competence of all course members in a teasonably authentic
interaction.
1.2 To give participants the chance to communicate with two different
native-speakers and with each other on a variety of toptics, all relevant
to all, parties.
1.3 To provide data about the participants that should actually be
helpful for course design and implementation, both as background
information and as the means of assessing competence through fairly
refined criteria which can serve as yardsticks for our continuous
assessment and final re-testing.
2. The following procedures should be followed for OtT:
2.1 Two assessors invite the two scheduled interviewees to complete the
comfortable, informal semi-circle (see below and the OtT trial video
[to be shown at the staff briefing])
Fl P2-.
(Al	 A2)
Friendly, informal tone to be established from the start through pleasant
greetings and seating arrangement chat, eg "Come in, please and welcome.
Now perhaps you'd like to sit in the two seats between George and tue...
I' a Fred by the way. If you'd like to sit in this chair ... and you
there ... fine blah blah etc. - No formal intros because P 's will have
to give their full names at the start of the interview proper. Since
the interview session is designed to elicit genuinely required
information from F's, the appropriate mood is the cooperative, sharing
feel you want to establish for an in-depth survey interview rather than
for an oral exam. This can be done without spending a lot of time
(which we haven't got) on chit chat.
2.2 Assessor A (pre-agreed) should then introduce the session eg Now,
what we want to do is to make sure we have the right information about
you, your background, studies, job, interests and so on. This is to
help us to give you the right kind of English course here at ELTI - after
all George and I are going to be your teachers and we want to get to
know you as soon as we can. So, we're both going to ask you a few
questions about yourselves and get the information down on these sheets
(show a data sheet briefly) .....Right, now can I just make a note of
your full same, please....? (Begin, perhaps, with the P who seems more
confident/competent if it's obvious).
2.3 Assessors will then collect information in the following sequence,
designed to share the advantage of batting second as fairly as possible
between P's.
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Assessor A
	 P1 on Section 1.
P2 on Section 1
P2 on Section 2
P1 on Section 2
P1. on Section 3
P2 on Section 3
Assessor 3
	 P2 on Section 4
P1 on Section 4
3ote that Assessor A has covered the mainly professional, rather more
formal topics before Assessor 3 moves in on more personal themes and
probably in a more personal tone. It is probably fairer if Assessors
maintain these roles throughout all, the interview sessions.
2.4 For Section 5 of the data sheet, the interview changes to
Participant-to-Participant mode • Assessor A might introduce the switch
as follows:
Now we'd like to find out a little about your English language
learning. We think it's better if ,
	 give us this information
by talking to each other. So, I'm going to give you a card with
some topics on it. We would like you to ask Y about them, please.
Take a few seconds to think abont what and how you're going to
ask ... OK?	 (Assessor A give card A to P1. or P2: P1 — ' P2
interaction proceeds: Max time 3 minutes)... Thank you. Now, Y,
here's your- card. It'll tell you what we want to find out from
X (Card B to P.....etc)
Suspect this part of the OIT will be most revealing; also it gives
Assessors a chance to re-think their impressions etc because there
won
stage. Temptation to interfere in the P-P interaction should be
resisted unless it really dies.
2.5 Assessors wind up the session with thanks and check that P's know
what they're supposed to be doing next.
i. Two I)ata Sheets (T4/1-2) have to be completed during each
interview, one for each P. Best for each Assessor to complete
one sheet (on one pre-agreed P) throughout the alT, whether he
is asking the questions at the time or not.
-	 ii. Both Assessors need to be thinking about the assessment criteria
and ratings for both P's throughout the OIT.
	 There is space on
the Data sheets for rough notes (on either P) and an interim 'rough
running check' grid - which may help. There's no substitute for
familiarity with the actual criteria and levels, though (see T4/3
to T4/6 below).
2.6 Assessors' round-up (average time 5 minutes) should:
2.6.1 make sure there are two completed data sheets
2.6.2 check Section 6 (additional comments) briefly for really
major disagreements.
2.6.3 note down (independently)) ratings for each P on each
criterion.
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2.6.4. compare and discuss ratings to get a consensus
2.6.5 enter agreed ratings in Section 7 of each data sheet
(weighting and totalling calculations may be left till later).
Notes
i. The assessment procedures will doubtless be hard at first but get easier
through the practice of seven interviews on the day and the OtT	 trial
video.
Important to give it a chance this time, though, and discuss possible
modifications afterwards f or use in the post-course 011.
ii. The 10 possible points for 'extra-linguistic factors' is admittedly
contraversial and highly subjective. Since it may be revealing, however,
and tie in with other parts of the very detailed profiles we will be
building up on each P it will be left in at this stage and very nuch open
to the interpretation of individual assessors - with their justifications
noted in Section 6 of the data sheets.
1/7/80
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BRITISH COUNCIL/ODA COURSE 1980
TEST 4: ORAL INTERACTION TEST
1. FULL NAME OF TRAINEE:	 Assessment Notes:
SEX IMI IFI I	 DATEOFBIRTR	 I	 I	 I
HOME COUNTRY:
fl-i
MARITAL STATUS M I L s
ACCOMPANIED I UNACCOMPANIED I
2. MAIN SUBJECT OP STUDY IN UK:
I.
OTHER AREAS OP STUDY IN UK:
PlACE OF STUDY ZN UK:
LEVEL OF STUDY IN UK:
3 • JOB ON RETURN HOME (Main Duties):
4. INTERESTS, HOBBIES, HOPES, AMBITIONS (at home azzt/or
in UK; friends and family matters included)
Rough Running Check
on Assessment Criteria
Listening Compre.
654321
Accent
654321
Formal Accuracy
654321
Referential Adequacy
654321
Socio-cult. Appropriacy
654321
Fluency
654321
Flexibility
654321
Extra-1ing factors:
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Assessment Notes:
I
• LIniotion collected by candidates themselves
using CARD A and CARD B/
ENGLISH lANGUAGE LEARNING A1 USE PRE-UK/
ENGLISH TRAINING NEEDS/WANTS ON TI Q)URSE;
6. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS Cby Assessors on Candidates,
including re.extra-linguistic factors)
7. ASSESSMENT OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE:
CRITERION	 Rating x Weighting	 SCORE
Listening
x	 3Comprehension
'Accent'	 x	 2
Formal
x	 2	 =
Accuracy
Referential
x	 2
Adequacy
Socio-cultural
x	 2
Appropriacy
Fluency	 x	 2
Flexibility	 x	 2
Extra-linguistic
Factors
VTAL
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Assessment Notes:
This	 Other'
Candidats	 Candidate
CX)	 (0)
Rough Running Check
on Assessment Criteria
Listening Coapre
654321
Accent
654321
Formal Accuracy
654321
Referential Adequacy
654321
Socto-cult. Appropriacy
654321
fluency
654321
Flexibility
654321
Extra-ling. factors:
/Mark X or 0 where
appzopriate/
PTO
BRITISH COUNCIL/ODA CRSE 1980
TEST 4: ORAL INIERACTION TEST
1.	 FULL NAME OF TRAINEE:
SEX IM	 IFI
	
DATEOYBIRTH( I I	 I
ROME COUNTRY:
MARITAL STATUS N I I I 1
	ACc3fl.NIED	 I UNACCOMR1IIED
2.	 MAIN SU3JEC OF STUDY IN UI:
PLACE OF STUDY IN UK:
FEELINGS ABOUT STUDY IN UK (possible difficulties
etc)
HOW STUDY IN UK CAN HELP WITE WORK ON RETURN 'IV
ROME CJNTBY:
3.	 IMPRESSIONS 0? UK (London; Briti ab people; new
friends etc):
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4.	 /nforaation collected by candidate. tb.aelvee 	 Asaeuaent Note.:
using C&RD A and CARD!,
OPINIONS OP £ flC/O.	 I1SH CJRSE/
OPINIONS OP HOW THEY VE BEEN LCOED AFtER
5 •	 ADDITIONAL CC*IMENTS (by Asa...ors on Candidate.,
including r extra-linguistic factors)
6.	 SAENT OP CWUT1VE CPETENCE:
CR:TER:O?	 Rating a Weigtt.ng
Listening	 3
Coaprehensiort
'Accent'	 x	 2	 -
?oral
a	 2Accuac y
Referent.al
Adequacy	 2
Soc jo-cultural
a	 2Appropriacy
Fluency	 a	 2
Flexibility	 a	 2	 -
Extra-linguistic
Factors
TOTkL
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TEST 4
Participan —toParticipant Cards: (see Section 5)
CAR 2 ( 1)
Ask your colleague about his/her English language learning in his/her
country.
e.g. teachers, number of years of English, textbooks.
Ask him her about the importance of English in his/her ork.
CARD 2 (P )
Ask your colleaue what he/she wants from the English Course at ELTI.
e.g. methods of teaching, textbooks.
A k him/ er about his/her problems in English.
P ST—TEST 4
Participant—to—Participant Cards: (see Section 4)
CARD 1 (P1)
Ask your friend for his/her opinion of the ELTI English course.
e.g. the tine—table, teaching, books, activities, tests.
Find 0 t if your friend's English languae needs have been satisfied
b th course or not.
CARD 2 ( 2)
A"k y ur frie d for his/her opinion on how well people have looked after
him/her.
e. • the pro-anme officer, cOurse officer, the guide, the p ople at he
hostel.
Find o t .hat i provements your friend would suggest for the future.
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B / DA UR E F LLOW-UP DAY (1 / )
Oral Inter jews
N TES for ASS S RS
1. The pairs will be different from last time, matched according to
receiving institution, background, TL etc.
2.	 Try a loosely structured, infornal approach, getting them t
do the talkin,. Key topics:
How's the course?
How has morale been?(NB ups and owns, dien, wh ?)
How is the UK?
3. Please rate communicative performance according to the criteria
and scales used for Pre- and Post-Test 4. No need to take any other
notes as everything will be recorded.
4. Timing: about 10 minutes per pair.
Gro p iscus ions
NOT for DISCUSSION LEADERS
1. Your ,roup will be all the people you have just interviewed ie
6 or 7 per group.
2. You have an hour or so at your disposal - all to be recorded.
Key points:
.1 Take pains to set all at ease re confidentiality, open-ness etc.
.2 Guide firmly but sympathetically, especially re keeping
on the subject, getting everyone involved etc.
3.	 Topics (c.f. Grubb Report)
.1 how they feel as students (ie re main course:content, metho s
teachers, facilities, TL problems etc.)
.2 How they feel as customers/clients (ie re value for money, time,
efficiency of administration, relevance and usefulness of training
to their countries etc.)
How they feel as visitors to UC (ie attitude of UK contacts in
and outside receiving institution, characteristics of British etc.)
MB There will, of course, be overlap and it doesn't matter much. But
sorhe of it can be avoided if you si nal the 3 am topiGs in advance.
No nee to take notes or assess anything but the recording must be
hanks.
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BC/ODA C liE E FOLL W-UP DAY ( / 1)
Oral Interview
NO ES for ASS S - S
1. The main aims are those of Pre- and Post-Test 4.
2. The settin and set-up will also repeat the July/Au ust pattern
ie 2 interviewees, two interviewers, informal semi-circle, both T-P
and P-P interactions.
3. Topics for informal, p-centred probing:
• 1 a word-portrait of personal, training and TL success,failure
.2 an evaluation (with recommendations) of Cl and C2 pre- and
in-sessional TL/orientation training
.3 any key questions they'd like to ask each other?
4. Evaluation criteria as per T4, PT4 and December. Re-assessment
and close comment from recordings later.
Group Discussion
NOTES for DISCUSSION LEADERS
1. Whole group in R 402 + recording.
2. Informal, lightly structured; RH to lead, JP and JM participating
as desired.
3.	 Topics:
1. for all to speak to: worst time and why (ie nearest thing to
giving up)
2. best time, activities
3. recommendations to improve lot of future study fellows as
sthdent, client, visitors
4. AOB
Thanks.
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T4A/4
T	 4: ORAL INACTION TEST (OIT)
ASSESENT CIIIL AND $l'ALS
A. LISTENING CO1IPRZBENSION
Scale
1. Understands too little for the intended communication to take plac..
Interlocutor has to search constantly for individual words or phrases
that interviewee does understand.
2. Understands intended communication only if half-speed speech is used and
this only if interlocutor frequently repeats and/or rephrases.
3. Understands intended communication if slightly slowed speech is used
and occasional repetitions and/or rephrasings are given.
4. Understands intended communication at normal speed given the need for
occasional repetitions and/or rephrasings.
5. Understands intended communication at normal speed. Seems only to be
very occasionally thrown by colloquialisms, low-frequency itess or
'noise'.
6. Understands intended communication with native-speaker competence.
B. ACCENT
1. Severe and constant pronunciation, stress and intonation problems cause
almost complete unintelligibility.
2. Frequent and severe pronunciation, stress and intonation problems make
understanding very difficult and require frequent repetition from
interviewee.
3. Pronunciation, stress and intonation errors require concentrated
listening but only occasional misunderstanding is caused or repetition
required.
4. Marked 'foreign accent' but no misunderstanding caused or repetition
required.
5. No conspicuous pronunciation/stress/intonation errors. Full
intelligibility with normal listening though would not be taken for a
native speaker.
6. Native speaker pronunciation/stress/intonation.
C. FORMAL ACCURACY
1. Almost all, grammatical patterns inaccurate except in a few stock phrases.
Inaccuracies cause very frequent breakdowns in Communication.
2. Frequent grammatical inaccuracies show control of few major patterns
and often cause breakdowns in the intended communication.
3. Quite frequent grammatical inaccuracies showing imperfect control of
a few patterns. No breakdowns in the intended communication caused by
them.
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4. Occasional. grammatical. inaccuracies showing imperfect control of a few
patterns. No breakdowns in the intended communication caused by them.
5. Only infrequent and minor grammatical inaccuracies. Intended
communication not even hampered by them.
6. Native-speaker grammatical accuracy.
D. REFERENTIAL ADEQUACY
I. Vocabulary inadequate even for the most basic parts of the intended
communication.
2. Vocabulary inadequacies restrict participant to communication in only
a few topics and even then with frequent lexical inaccuracies.
3. Vocabulary inadequacies hamper a significant part of the intended
communication. Fairly frequent lexical inaccuracies.
4. Vocabulary adequate for most of the intended communication. Occasional
lexical inaccuracies and/or circumlocutions.
5. Vocabulary adequate all round for the intended communication. Only very
occasional lexical inaccuracies and/or circumlocutions.
6. Vocabulary as broad and accurate as a native speaker's.
SOCIO-CtrLTURAL APPROPRIACY
1. Communicative competence level so low that participant has no possibilit
of adapting his language use appropriate.Ly to the social situation.
2. Only stock phrases seem socially appropriate. Otherwise no real sign
of participant adapting utterances to the social situation.
3. Frequent errors in the rules of social language use result in
communication that is often inappropriate to the setting, role-set or
in tone. Errors significant enough to cause occasional social
misunderstanding.
4. Occasional errors in the rules of social language use result in
communication that is sometimes inappropriate to the setting, role-set
or in tone. Errors not significant enough to be likely to cause social
misunderstanding.
5. Rare, insignificant errors in the rules of social language use do not
result in communication that is inappropriate to the setting, role-set
or in tone, thus do not cause social misunderstanding.
6. Native-speaker control of the rules of social language use.
FLUENCY
1. Utterances so halting and fragmentary that communication is virtually
impossible. No helpful, inter-sentential connections.
2. Utterances very slow, uneven and often incomplete except in a f cv stock
remarks and responses. Only a narrow and repetitive range of inter-
sentential connectors.
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3. Utterances fairly slow, hesitant and uneven. Some utterances incomplete
but some are suitably inter-connected.
4. Utterances produced at a reasonable speed though with occasional
hesitancies. Most unevenness caused by groping, rephrasing and repair.
A reasonable range of suitable inter-sentential connectors used.
5. Utterances quite fast, fairly effortless and well-connected inter-
sententially.
6. Utterances produced with a native-speaker's speed, effortlessness and
inter-sentential connections.
G. FLEXIBILITY
1. Unable to cope with immediate meaning. Always thrown by changes of
topic. Cannot initiate new topics.
2. Pre-occupied exercising marginal capacity to negotiate immediate meaning.
Nearly always thrown by changes of topic. Very rarely and unsuccessfully
attempts to initiate changes of topic.
3. Quite frequently thrown by changes of topic. Occasionally attempts to
initiate new topics, sometimes unsuccessfully.
4. Usually adapts successfully to changes of topic. Quite frequently and
successfully initiates new topics.	 -
5. Adapts well to change of topic. Freely and successfully initiates new
topics. Minor hesitations and gropings do oat hamper communication.
6. Native-speaker capacity to adapt to and initiate new topics.
E. EXTRA-LINGUISTIC FACTORS
Assessors are asked to allocate up to 10 'points' for extra-linguistic factors
they feel may help a participant to communicate and survive here.
Descriptions of these feature. and their relative importance should be entered
on the data sheet.
Features that are considered likely to affect a participant's communicative
effectiveness and 'survivability' in a negative way should also be described
and taken into account when the 'points' are allocated.
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RATING, WEIGHTING AND SCORING
Total, scores are derived by entering each rating for each criterion in the
score box; weighting the ratings entered by the proportions shown and
tota.Uing the resulting scores.
CRITERION
Listening
Comprehension
Accent
Formal
Accuracy
Referential
Accuracy
Socio—cultural
Appropriacy
Fluency
FlexibiLity
Extra—linguistic
Factors
RATING	 IX
x
I
I
I
I
X
I
WEIGHTING
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
I	 TOTAL a
a	 SCOBE
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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1 7.
5: E SAY T TL S
PR-TET
Yo have already thought and heard abo t overseas students
s ying in the UK. Please write about your own plans to nake the
best of your time here.
POST-TEST 5:
Now that you have 1-d time to think seriously about living and
studying in the UK, please write about your plans to make the
best of your ti'e here.
TEST 5A (1 / ):
You have already written about your plans to make the best of
your time in the UK. Please now write about how everythin has
been going compared with your expectations.
T ST PT5A (5/81):
Write your advice to a friend from your country who is coming to
live and stu y in Britain as you have done.
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BRITISR 3UNcIL/k	 ISE 1980
ST 5: V
	 R1TIN PERY0AEZ ST
NOTES FOR ASSESSORS
1.	 Adinin
Test time:	 Between 1400 and 1700 i. before and/or after the interview
but not more than one hour's writing.
Scoring time:
	 19.7.80
MAEXING SCHE)E
COMMUNICATIVE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SCALES
1. FORMAL ACCURACY
	 (Weighting x 2)
SCALE
1 • Almost all grammatical patterns inaccurate except in a few stock
phrases. Intended communication thus nearly always prevented.
2. Constant grammatical errors showing control of few major patterns.
Intended communication thus frequently hampered.
3. Quits frequent grammatical inaccuracies showing some major patterns
uncontrolled. Only occasional breakdowns caused in intended
communication.
6. Occasions.]. grammatical errors showing imperfect control of some
patterns • None of these cause actual breakdowns in intended
communication.
5. Only infrequent and insignificant grammatical errors • None of these
even hamper communication.
6 • Educated native speaker formal accuracy.
REFERENTIAL ADEQUACY
	 (Weighting a 2)
1. Vocabulary inadequate even for the most basic parts of the intended
communication.
2. Vocabulary inadequacies restrict communication to only a few
sub-topics and even then with frequent lexical inaccuracies..
3. Vocabulary inadequacies obstruct a significant part of the intended
communication. Fairly frequent lexical inaccuracies.
4. Vocabulary adequate for most of the topics in the intended communi-
cation given occasional inaccuracies and/or circumlocutions.
5. Vocabulary adequate all round for the intended communication. Only
very occasional inaccuracies audi or circumlocutions.
6. Vocabulary as broad and accurate as an educated native speaker' s.
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-	 FLUENCY	 (Wejhtjn X 2)
I.. Written discourse so fragmentary that reception of th. intended
coenunication is virtually impossible. No helpful inter-sentential
connection.
2. Written discours. very uneven and/or incomplete except in a few stock
sub-topics. Only a narrow and repetitive range of Later-sentential
connections.
3 • Written discourse still, shows low productive speed and unevenness.
A broader range of suitable inter-sentential, connectors but some
ideas left incoherent.
4. Written discourse produced at a reasonable speed with a reasonable
range of inter-sentential connection. Coemunication effective even
when groping, and circumlocution mean the use of unusual connections.
5. Written discourse fast, reasonably effortless and well connected
Lnter-sentenr.iaLly. Perceptibly non-native in quantity and flow,
however.
6 • Written discourse as effortless and apropriately inter-connected
as an educated native-speaker's.
FLEXIBILITY (Weighting x 2)
I. • Written discourse too restricted by the incapacity to handle
isnediate basic comeunication for any negotiation of switches of
topic.
2. Preoccupation with the exercise of marginal capacity to negotiate
imeediat. basic coemunication on the sam topic means only a minimal
abilityto handl, switch of focus to 'new' sub-topics.
3. kttempcs to switch to sub-topics beyond th. basic and obvious but
frequent breakdowns of communications caused by the problems involved
La changing the focus.
4. Most personally required switches of sub-topic handled effectively.
Occasional. failures in communication caused by th. problems involved
in changing the focus.
5 • No significant problems in switching focus from one personally
required sub-topic to another.
6. Educated native speaker capacity to handle switches from on. sub--
topic to another.
SOCIO-CULTURAL APPROPRIAC!
	 (Weighting x 1.)
1. Linguistic competence level so low that there is no possibility of
adapting written discourse appropriately to th. social situation.
2. Only certain stock phrases seem socio-culturally appropriate.
Otherwise no real sign of written discourse being adapted to the
social situation.
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3. Frequent errors in the rules of use result in cunication
inappropriate to the requirements of setting, role set, subject
matter and tone. Errors significant enough to cause occasional
social misunderstanding.
4. Occasional. errors in the rules of use but unlikely to cause social
misunderstanding except where low tolerance levels are operating.
5. No significant socio-culturai. inappropriacy; rar, slight
ixiappropriacies do not reduce coemunicative effectiveness.
6. Native-speaker control of factors of socio-cu.Ltural. appropriacy.
COMPOSITIONAL ORGANISATION (Weighting x 2)
I. • No organisation of written discourse in terms of focus, development
or conclusion apparent.
2. Topic handled in a very disorganised way. Very little sign of focus,
development or conclusion.
3. Basic organ.tsational skills show but not consistently. Some sign
of focus, development and conclusion.
4. Reasonable organisation in terms of focus, development and
conclusiuon. Overall shape and internal pattern usually clear.
5. Good organisatioual skills in terms of focus, development and
conclusion. Overall, shape and internal pattern clear throughout.
6. Exceptionally well-organised written communication all round.
CREATIVITY (Weighting x 1)
ie	 signs of originality, imagination, novelty in the way the topic
is approached, and/or in the ideas expressed in it and/or in the
means of expression used.
1	 1
Righly	 Often	 Above Average
original,	 original in originality,
in many	 imagin-	 imagination
aspects	 ative
_1	 1.	 1.
Fairly	 One or	 Uncreative
original two egs
imagin- of
ative	 originality,
imagination
6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
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Max 12
Max 12
Max 12
Max 12
Max 6
Max 12
Max 6
-	 72
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SUMMARY OF MARKING SCHEME
Fornal Accuracy
Referential Adequacy
Fluency
Flexibility
Socio-cui. tural Appropriacy
Coiepoeitioual Organiaation
Creativity
Total
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APPENDIX 21: ELTI COURSE FEEDBACK SHEETS
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Ofl COURSE 1980
STUDENT COURSE ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
We are very interested in your assessment of the course. Your opinions can help
us to improve the next course, We would therefore be grateful if you could
complete this questionnaire.
1.	 Pre-course Needs and Language Assessment
1.1	 Before starting the course which of the following skills did you
think you needed to improve. Number the boxes in order of priority.
Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening	 L_J
Study Skills
1.2	 How would you assess your level in these skill areas before
you started the course. Tick the appropriate box.
Reading	 E
Less than adequate Adequate
	 More than adequate
writing
Speaking	 LJ
Listening
	 Li
Study Skills L____
ro
-1-
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2.	 Learning Modes
During the course there was direct teaching, activity options and
project work.
2.1 Indicate your opinion as to the amount of time that
was spent on these different methods of learning. Tick the
appropriate box.
-	 Direct teaching 	 L_J	 E
too much	 enough	 not enough
II	 Ii.	 I;Activity options	 L......J
Project work	 LI	 LI	 LI
2.2	 Indicate your opinion as to their usefulness. Tick the
approprtate box.
Direct teaching LI	 LI
	
LI
not useful	 useful	 very useful
Activity options LI	 LI
	
LI
Project work
	 LI
-2-
1t6
3.	 Course Components
3 .1	 Indicate your opinion as to the amount of time that was spent
on the following course components. Tick the appropriate box.
Think and Link	 L.......J	 E
too much	 enough	 not •nough
Language Laboratory Work
Video Sequences
eg requests,
expressing opinion	 E
Simulations
eg the Environment Game	 L...
Topic Work
eg Health, Rural-	 -
Urban Migration	 U	 E
Listening Library	 L......
SEA	 I-j
flSelf-access Writing
Self-access Phonology
Homework	 L.......
pro	 -3-
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El
very useful
El
El
El
too
ny
[1
not
enougr
0
enough
-4-
3.2	 lr*iicate your opinion as to the usefuIn,ss 0!
these component a. Tick the appropriate box.
Tiunk and Link	 El	 [I-
not sef1 useful
Langi.ge Lab Work
	 [J	 [11
Video Sequences	 [=J	 []
Simulations	 [j
Topic Work	 [:J	 [II	 El
Listening Library	 []
	 El	 El
SBA	 El El El
Self-access Writing
	 El	 El
&elt-acc.ss ionology-
	 0
Homework
	 El
4.	 Trips
4.1	 Indicate your opinion on the number of tripe. Tick
the appropriate box.
Its
-5-.
5.	 Post-course Noeds snd Languor. Assom
¶	 5.].	 After finishing the course whIch . tho following skills do
you thjnk you need to improve. Number ti b:cos in order of priority.
fleading
Writing	 [J
Speaking	 (I]
Listening	 L:J
Study Skills	 Eli
5.2	 How would you now assess your iel	 the following areas.
Tick the appropriate box.
Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening
Study Skills
n
More than sdequat
El
D
Less than .cAequate Adequate
E D
D
D
E
ro
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6. What cr.ticisins would you make oZ the -cur?
I
7. Are there any ways you can think oZ to ipovv the course for
next year?
------------- - -------- ---- ---------
-6-
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APPENDIX 2.2: EXPERfl€NTS 1,2 AND 3
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BRITISH COUNCIL/ODA COURSE 1980: EXPERIMENT I (Logical. Sequencixig)
	 Xl/l
1. STUDY THESE SENTENCES. THEY ARE NOT IN LOGICAL ORDER.
PUT THEN INTO LOGICAL ORDER IN THE FORM OF AN ARTICLE.
YOUR ARTICLE SHOULD HAVE THREE PARAGRAPHS
They slowly ripen and turn yellow on their journey to other countries.
Those we buy Lu stores are in small bunches called hands.
The banana tree is not really a tree at all.
A bunch may have as many as 200 bananas.
The banana is grown in tropical countries and is an important food crop.
Its trunk consists of leaf stalks, not wood.
These are only small parts of the enormous bunches that grow on the banana
trees.
The bananas we eat are cut from the tree before they are ripe and while the
skins are still green.
The leaves and fibres from the plant are used, for making roofing material.
and for mats, bags arid baskets.
2. STUDY THESE NOTES FOR AN ESSAY ENTITLED 'TRANSPORT' • TEE? ARE NOT IN
LOGICAL ORDER. PUT THEM IN A. LOGICAL ARRANGEMENT TO MAKE AN OUTLINE FOR
TEE ESSAY
cars
cheap, health; danger? pleasure only?
personal + business use
transport - vital: economy + leisure of country
cycling
commercial transport; convenience but bad roads, pollution
trains
convenient; expensive, pollution
transport of goods + people; less on roads; expensive?
all have advantages + disadvantages; plan system to suit needs of country
fast; expensive, energy:
air
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3. STUDY THESE SENTENCES THEN DO THE FOLLOWING TASKS ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET:
3d &RR&NCE THE SENTENCES fli A LOGICAL ORDER. WRITE ONLY THE LETTER
OF EACH SENTENCE (eg A, D, V etc) ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET BUT MLBX WITH
A SLASH ( / ) WHERE EACH PARAGRAPH WOULD END.
3 • 2 WRITE DOWN THE LETTERS OF THE SENTENCES THAT YOU THINK GIVE THE
MOST DIPORTANT POINTS AS A SU1MAIT OF BOXING.
A. A referee can also stop the fight if he feels that one boxer is badly
hurt or can no longer defend himself.
3. The Romans fought with metal guards on their hands, sometimes to the
death.
C. A heavyweight champion can win more than one million dollars fro!n one
fight.
D. He is not allowed to punch his rival below the belt or on the back of
the head or body.
B. Professional boxing has become one of the highest paid sports.
F. There are 8 weight divisions recognised by the world boxing authorities.
G. He loses a fight if he cannot rise to his feet before the referee counts
to ten.
H. These are flyweight, bantam—weight, feather, light, welter, middle,
light—heavy aM heavyweight.
I. Boxing is now an international sport practised in nearly every country.
-.1.- Professional/championahip-fightsare scheduled br ten, twelve or fit tsei
rounds.
K. In ancient times the Greeks held boxing matches.
L. Bare—knuckle fighting, usually between servants, was a popular sport
in England until the Marquis of Queensbury drew up certain rules of
boxing.
K. A modern boxer wears gloves weighing about 200 grams.
N. A fight can also be won on points when one boxer has attacked more often
and hit the target more often than his opponent.
0. Amateur boxing matches are usually of three rounds.
P • A fight can be won by a knockout when one boxer is knocked down by his
opponent.
4. PLEASE WRIT! NOTES ON EXACTLY HOW YOU TRIED TO SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS.
THANK IOU!
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BRITISH COUNCIL/ODA COURSE 198O EXPERflIENT 2
1. • Read Passages	 and	 Then study the text diagrams (j)
and	 Choose a suitable diagram to note the main points of each
passage. Write the main points of each passage in the spaces in the diagram
you have chosen for it.
One of the ways of classifying the students on the 1.980 British Council/ODA
course is according to wtere they cause from. In fact there are
representatives from five major areas of the world in the group, namely Latin
America, The Middle East, Africa, South Asia and the Par East.
There is a definite system behind the design and implementation of the British
Council/ODA course. The first task was to find out as much as possible about
the learners in terms of their backgrounds, personality, learning style and
language levels. This information, together with our analysis of what they
would be expected to do on their university courses, allowed us to plan the
components of this intensive language prograe to train them in the English
required for their social and study needs. The result should be students
better equipped to face their immediate academic future.
()
The first argtunent in favour of the presence in the UK of students from
overseas is that their own countries can benefit from the transfer of
expertise that, it is hoped, such studies should lead to. In addition, living
and working in a new environment should broaden the mind, giving those who
have left their house countries for a time a new, less narrow view of the
world. One more reason why it is probably a good thing for a country to
welcome visiting students is that its own people's knowledge of those from
differing cultures should be deepened.
125
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2. Read passages	 and
	
Note down the main points in each
passage. Use text di
	
like	 or Y or Z for the main name
if it helps you.
0
There is a coom pattern in the methods of research used in many fields of
science. Investigations normaily start because th. researcher has a problem
that he needs to solve. He then formulates a hypothesis, that is a
provisional explanation of the problem based on observation. This hypothesis
needs to be tested by further observation which should produce evidence to
support or reject the provisional explanation. From this evidence conclusions
may b. drawn.
0
Milk is first received at the milk plant where three different operations
are performed on it: grading, weighing and sampling. It is graded by
examining it for abnormal. odours and flavours. The milk is weighed by
emptying it into a tank on scales. A sample of the milk is then taken and
tested for butterfat.
The milk then flows to a clarifier whose purpose is to remove foreign material.
and sediment. The homogenized nilk is then pasteurised to destroy all.
pathogenic bacteria. The pasteurised milk is cooled to 50 degrees Fahrenheit
or below. The cooled milk is then ready for distribution.
127
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MAIN POINTS OF PASSE ()
MAIN POINTS OF PASSA	 ()
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BRITISH COUNCIL/ODA COURSE 1980
Monday 18 August: 0930-1230:EXPERIflENT 3
Control Group (CC) Room 402 with eacher.
Experimental Group 2 (XCI) Room 305
Experimental Group 3 (XG2) Room 305 then to Room 302
Experimental Group 4 (XG) Room 305 then to Room 204
AIMS: To absorb, note—make and writ, a group report on Urbanisation and
Political Unrest
MATEIIALS:	 ELTI TOPIC 7 pages 1 to 5 (overleaf)
APPROACH FOR CC: At teacher's discretion
APPROACE FOR XGs: Short plenary briefing then at groups' own discretion
EQUIPMENT:	 TR recording all activities in al]. rooms.
TIMING:	 0930 - 1230 (+ or - coffee break) with troups to
	 -
re—assemble in Room 305 at 1220 for feedback.
129
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1. One feature of virtually all. modernising nations is the growth of political demand.s
as mass participation increases • The modern.isation process, by increasing education,
mass cwiication and urbanization, creates conditions for mass political
participation. Indeed, it is now cosmcmly argued by most students of modernization
that political protest, violence and extremist political behaviour typically accompany
modernization. Discontent is often great not because a. society is stagnant, but
because it is changing.
2. One of the most dramatic changes in developing areas is the growth of urban centres
as migrants move fi-om the rural countryside to the cities. And a concomitant of urban
growth is an increase in violence and political extremism. Since violence is
characteristic of urban areas in many developing countries and urban areas are growing
as a result of the rural influx, it is logically assumed that it is the migrants rathe:
than 'native-born' city-dwellers who are responsible for -urban political extremism and
violence. Moreover, given the typical conditions under which migrants live in urban
areas, this hypothesis easily gains credibility even in the absence of any empirical
verification.
3. A typical and eloquent statement of this hypothesis is given by the wellknown
English writer, Barbara Ward:
"All over the world, often long in advance of effective industria.lisation, the
unskilled poor are stre'iiing away from subsistence agriculture to xthange the squalor
of rural poverty for the even deeper miseries of the shanty-towns, favellas, and
bidonvilles that, year by year, grow inexorably on the fringes of the developing
cities. They. . . are the core of local despair and disaffection - filling the Jeunesse
movements of the Congo, swelling the urban mobs of Rio, voting Comunist in the.
ghastly alleys of Calcutta, everywhere widerrnining the all too frail structure of
public order and thus retarding the economic development that can alone help their
plight. Unchecked, disregarded, left to grow and fester, there is here enough
explosive material to produce in the world at large the pattern of a bitter class
conflict finding to an increasing degree a racial. bias, erupting in guerrilla
warfare, and threat1-ng, ultimately, the security of the comfortable West."
4. The anti-social behaviour of migrants is thus assumed, and the explanations for
their behaviour are typically drawn from socialisation theory. It is widely argued,
for examp.3e, that villagers live trider the social controls of their tribe, caste,
kinsmen and village authorities and that as villagers move into the cities, often
without their family, social controls break down and the migrant is prone to cosinit
anti-social acts, become violent and support radical protest movements.
5. I have attempted to test the hypothesis that protest political behaviour in urban
areas is a product of rural migration by looking at the characteristics of protest
voters in the city of Calcutta. Calcutta provides us with a good case study, f or it
is a typical example of a city made up largely of migrants where political violence
and extremism are comomplace.
6. Like many relatively 'new' cities in the developing areas (Calcutta grew in the
nineteenth century as a centre for British cerce and as the capital of IndI it),
Calcutta has a high density. It has nearly three million people, plus another two
and a half in the surrounding metropolitan region. It is - by almost any criteria
a centre of political extremism. In the 1962 elections the Cunists won three
out of four parliamentary seats (with 52 per cent of the vote) and eight out of
twenty-six state assembly seats (with 32 per cent of the vote). Several Marxist
left parties (not including the Socialists) won an additional 5.1 per cent of the
vote in the state assembly elections. Moreover, the city is well known throughout
the subcontinent as a centre of violence; mass demonstrations against high food
prices or against increments in tram fares or for wage increases are a daily
.72
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occurrence and hardly a year has passed since India became independent that the cit
has escaped substantial political violence. In fact since the turn of the century
calcutta has been a centre for rebellious activities, first g1nt British authorit
and in recent years *gnst the Congress government. And in the most recent e].ectic
of 1967 the Caaiamiists agan scored a high vote, with a rather substantial number 01
voters turning to the pro-Peking section of the Camm.aiist movement.
7. Since the Congress Party was, mtil the 1967 elections, the governing party in t1
state of West Bengal (in which Calcutta is located), and since Congress is widely
seen as an ideologically moderate party (and in Calcutta as a conservative party),
we have analysed the vote against Congress as one measure of political discontent.
And since the bulk of the opposition vote has been largely for the Ccemumists and
Marxist left parties, it is not i.mreasonable to describe the anti-Congress vote as
a measure of political protest, if not political radicalism. - In the city as a
whole the vote for the Congress candidates for the state legislative assembly was
.7 per cent in the election of 1952, k2. 6 per cent in the electicn of 1957 and
47.2 per cent in the 1962 election.
8. In the absence of survey data which could specify how individuals actually voted,
we have used the alternative, though less satisfying, teckmique of ecological
correlation for determining who voted for and who voted against the Congress Party.
We ch11 use these correlations to ascertain whether the anti-Congress vote came
primarily fran rural migrants to the city or fran those born in the city.
9. Two-thirds of the population of Calcutta were born outside the city. These migrefall into two distinct groups with quite different characteristics: (1) refuggees
who, shortly before or after partition, fled fran East Pakistan because of ccnsmxial
disturbances, and (2) ordinary migrants fran other portions of the state and other
Indian states. Henceforth we shall use the terms refugees and migrant to refer to
each of these two groups. Following a study by Sen, who proposes that those who
entered the city after 193't be classified as migrants and those who have lived in
the city longer or been born in the city be classified as residents, we can divide
the population of Calcutta as follows:
Residents	 57
Refugees	 17
Migrants	 26
100
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10. When India was partitioned in 1947 into 2 aucceesor states - Pakistan and India
the state of Bengal was partitioned as well. The larger portion, predominantly Mus]
went to Pakistan and the m1 1cr, predominantly Hindu portion including Calcutta, w
to India. Hindu minorities in Pakistan soon flocked to India, many of them to Calot
while Muslim minorities fled to Pakistan.
U. Since the census reports list refugees by ward, it is possible to determine the
percentage of refugees in each of the twenty-four state legislative assembly
constituencies in Calcutta in 1952. When a rank order correlation is done for the
1952 elections - which took place soon after the population 'ansfers - Congress vol
and refugee vote correlated r - -0.81.
12. In other words, where the Congress vot
where refugees were numerous the Congress
which Congress loct in 1952 with less than
population ranged f ran 12 to kl per cent.
Congress won a majority, five had refugee
the other two only slightly more.
• was high, there were few refugees, and
vote was low. In the six constituencies
30 per cent of the vote, the refugee
Of the seven constituencies in which
populations of less than lC per cent and
.../3
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13. we find virtually the same results in the elections after 1952. In the 1957 and
1962 elections the areas won by Congress had fewer refugees than those constituencies
which they .d lost. In the constituencies won by Congress in both elections refugees
averaged U per cent, and in th. areas with a low Congress vot, refugees constituted
23 per cent. In only one constituency with a refugee population of more than 15 per
14. Th. refugees, thou migrants, are quite different from 'ordinary migrants'.
Sinc, they were forced to leave their homes in East Pakistan, they cams with their
families (there is a.nost an even sex ratio of men to women) and umlik. ordinary
migrants to urban centres, were completely cut off fran their origina.1 bases. They
left their homes not because they were attracted by the city' a employment possibilities
or urban amenities, but bacauas they were forced to do so by oaa1 disturbances.
They were 'pushed', not 'pulled', into the city.
15. Compared to ordinary migrants, the refugees are better educated, more frequently
from urban areas, and prefer white-collar Jobs. Unemployment among them is three
times that of ordinary migrants (12.2 per cent in 1957 compared to 4.3 per cent for
ç tnary migrants and 8.5 per cent for residents). zt, of course unllire the
u1Xployed migrant, the tulesployed refugee caxniot ren bane.
Hd MIGRANTS VO'1
16. Excluding the refugees, approximately one-fourth or 26 per cent of Calcutta' a
population came to the city after 19Y4. More than one-third speak Bengali and came
from other portions of West Bengal. Two-fifths are indi speakers frau the nearby
states of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. A small number case from the state of Orissa,
Just south of Calcutta, and sane are Muslims fran other portions of Bengal or
neibourthg states.
17. The census reports mfortmately do not tell us how migrants are diatributed
throughout the city and thus an indirect method must be used for asoerfairing which
constituencies are heavily settled by migrants. It is own and proven, however,
that sex ratios (male to female) are higher among migrants than among residents or
refugees. Among residents there are 148O males per 1000 females and among refugees
1220 males per 1000 females, while among migrants the sex ratio varies, depending
upon where th. migrants are from, the 1900 to 18,500 males per 1000 females. For
t' city as a whole the sex ratio is 1.75. It seems valid to conclude therefore
that the higher the sex ratio in any constituency, th. greater the number of
migrants. If constituencies are rank ordered on the basis of sex ratio, they range
from 3.05 males per female to 1.20 males per female. The rank order correlation
betw.en sex ratio and Congress assembly vote in all. 27 aonatituenaies in 1957 was
r - +0 .791, and in 1962 r - +0 .794 . In short, a hii sex ratio in a constituency,
indicating a large number of migrants, correlates well. with a hii Congress vote.
In fact there is not a single constituency in Calcutta with a ratio of 2.O, that is
wi ce as many men as women • which failed to elect a Con pressman in the 1962 elections.
cy ongress typica.u.y nave a
tuencies with few miants vote
18. Of course it is possible that sane third factor can e rpl ln th. findings, but none
of th, obvious controls we tested, including percentage of voting turn-out, literacy
and number of slum dwellers in the constituency, affect our tt"ings. Nor have we
been able to find any si&iificant variations between migrants who cane fran rural areas
of west Enga1 as Aget nat migrants from other states. Our data suggest that in
general migrants, wherever they come from, are more likely to vote for Congress than
are either refugees from Pakistan or residents born in the city. In short, our study
of voting behaviour in Calcutta does not provide evidence to support the cocunonly
held bynothesis that mi grants to urban centres are o1itica11y more extremist than
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19. simplIstic theory of material deprivati .culd ad us to expect just the
reverse of ur f(rt'igs. In virtually all respects, migrant.s are clearly worse oft
than the resdents. A larger ntmiber of migrants live in single-member households
than do original residents. They are less educated than residents. A larger
proportion engage in nr . ki11ed manual work. A larger proportion of migrant earners(17 per cent) earn less than 100 rupees a month (about $20 before devaluation) than
residents (64 per cent) and correspondingly fewer migrants are in upper income level
than residents. Finally, migrants are less adequately housed and a very substantial
number actually live an the city pavements. Compared to residents, therefore, the
migrants are poorly clothed, housed and educated and away from their families. Th.
classic conditions of social disorganisation and of anomie exist. Yet they vote for
the governing party.
20. Reference group theory may provide us with a somewhat more satisfactory
explanation for the behaviour of the migrants. The demands of the migrant far urban
services - for good housing, adequate water cupply and educational facilities are
less than those of residents. Since deprivation is a comparative matter, we must
remember that the migrant is li.kely to find many urban services - as bad as they
objectively are - an improvement over what he has baa in the cotaitryside. And so
long as his reference group is that of his family and f-Iends in his native village,
then his standards may continue for some time to be those of a villager. In short,
to fee). a sense of deprivation, the migrant needs tc t'e socialised into urban life,
and If his reference group continues to remain a non-.rban group, his discontent is
likely to be less. It should also be noted that oojectivelv his need for adequate
amenities (such as education for children) are less than for the resident utan
dweller since he has often come ,without his family. Then too the unemployment rate
among migrants is lower than for residents (5.9 per cent as compared to 8.5 per cent
and, as we have noted earlier, the dissatisfied migrant - dissatisfied because he
cannot find a )ob - need not vote against the government since he has the option of
returning home to his village. P(ri-1ly, the migrant often cones from rural areas
where iebasba&more contact-witb. C grsss4'arty-werkers--than- with- oppositianparty
workers, and in so far as he voted Congress at home, he is likely to continue to do
so in the city. The Congress Party organ.isation in Calcutta has been particularly
active in organising and servicing migrants, and this too should be counted as a
factor in reducing or at least controlling and channelling discontent among migrants
21. In short, there is neither a logical nor empirical reason to assume that migrant
to cities are more violent or more prone to support ertremist political groups or to
oppose the government than are settled residents and many reasons to expect just the
reverse. To be discontented with the city, one often has to be integrated into it.
Moreover, the agency which socialises the rural migrant to city life - the local
political party, for example, or some other political or social welfare organisation
may reduce the violence and political disorganisation which we associate with
political extremism. Perhaps the only sure conclusion that our data allow is that
urban life does not automatically breed discontent among rril migrants.
22. To this conclusion we must add one caveat. It wonld 'ce misleading to conclude
from these findings that nothing in the rapid influx of rural migrants to an urban
area need malce the urban area more violent or more a centre of extremist political
behaviour. For one thing, as the flow of migrants inceases, typically there is a
deterioration of services and a decrease in job opportriities for the residents,
thereby increasing the dissatisfaction of the residents. And for another, as
migration increases, the absolute number of residents is similarly increasing as
migrants settle into the city, bring their fami3ies, or marry local residents.
.15
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23. Our ana.lysiz of Ca.lcutta supports the propositicn that cities in developing areas
with a	 bnjtjon rate are characterised by violence and extremist political
movements, but refutes the notion that these characteristics axe prevalent among migrants.
Our analysLs does suggest that dissatisfaction is most prevalent among the city t
 a
residents. Limited thOugh it is, this finding does bring into question a wide range
of hypotheses, many of which have been widely accepted. Until survey data are av&IL.ble,
ecological correlations of the type used here will be the best guide for studying the
political behaviour of large groups. One case does not of course prove an hypothesis,
nor disprove it either, but it does suggest that witil we have comparative studies of
other cities we ought to suspend our supposition that migrant populations are politically
extreme.
SOURCE: Prom:Understandin Society: Open University Set Book for Social Sciences
Podation Course, p 669-672. Pub. Macmillan for Open University Press 1970.
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711W Our HOW MLXH YOU RBE3 FROM 'lI(R GROT RORT YOU VOBJ ON LAST MONDAY.
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE BY P7ITING ONE WORD Ill EACH BLANK SPACE.
Modernjsa.tjon nearly always kings with it increased political participation, and
urbe.nisatton is one of the characteristic parts of th. process of modercisation in
the eveloping world. Since violence is common in developing in areas, it is
often assumed that __________, that is people coming into the towns from rural
areas, are responsible for that violence ax4 for political _____________. It
is also assumed that it is because the villagers have loBt the ______________
controls of their villages and families that they behave in this way when they move
into the towns.
The writer of the articl, tried to test the ________________ that this type of
political behaviour in urtan areas is the result of rural-urhan migration. He
used Calcutta as his case study because it is well kn',wn as a centre of _________
against authority. Since the Congress Party say be onaider.d a. _____________
party, it could be argued that comparing votes for and against the Congress Party
would provide a. valid way of comparing the politics of long-term residents and
new residents in the city. But in Calcutta it is necessary to distinguish
between two different groups of people born outside the citr
	 The first are
the -, who have fled to Calcutta from other countries; the second
are the ______________, who come there from other parts of India itself.
In fact, the writer found that where there were a. large number of _______________
the vote for the Congress Party was nearly always low. On the other hand, there
was a lot of evidence that migrants are more likely to vote _____________ the
Congress party. Thus the Calcutta came study did not ________________ the
belief that migrants in urhan centres are politically more extreme than city-born
residents, even though the migrants are nearly always less _______________ than
the residents. Perhaps this is because migrants from rural areas do not expect
such good __________________ as the city residents do.
The writer sees no _________________ to assume that migrants are more violent
than others. In fact he finds evidence that the longer-term 
_________________
of the city are sore aissatisned than the migrants.
•IIUUN *4*U*U-N-UaUUUU*-*
THANK lOW
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MOTIVATION AND ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE
SECTION ONE
Following is a statement with five possible answers given. Read
the statement and then rank the alternatives from 1 to 5 as they
refer to you. Mark 1. for the alternative that is most important
for you, 2 for the next most important and so on.
It may be that you have some reason that has not been Lnclude4 among
the alternatives. Item F has therefore been left blank to a.Uow
you to include your own personal reason. Write your own reason
in the apace provided and include it in the appropriat, place in
your- ranking. If you have included an item F, your ranking will
be fran 1 to 6 • If two alternatives seem to be equaLly important
to you, give them an equal ranking (eg 3).
I AM STUDYING ENGLISE BECAUSE
A. I think it will help me to get a better job
B. It is important f or my specialist studies.	 ______
C. I think it will help me to a better understanding ______
of British people and their way of life.
D. It will allow me to make contact with more and 	 ______
varied people.
E. A knowledge of another language will make me a 	 ______
better educated person.
F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ........ . . .
Rate each of the following statements according to the scales below
them. Put an I on the scale as in the example:
Z. A knowledge of English most useful because it helps me to
understand television progres.
Not my feeling	 Definitely
atall.	 :1: :	 :	 :	 :	 :myfeeling
A. A good knowledge of English will help me to understand better
the British people and their way of life.
Not my feeling	 Definitely
at aU	 _: _: _: _: _: _: _: my feeling
B. A good knowledge of English will help me to make good friends
more easily among English speaking people:.
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C. A good knowledge of English should enable me to begin to think
and behave as British people do.
D. A good knowledge of English will help me to make contact with
more and varied people whose mother tongue is neither English
nor the- same as mine.
Not my feeling	 Definitely
at all	 _: _: _: _: _: _: _: my feeling
E. A good knowledge of English will be useful in getting me a
better job sometime in the future.
F. We need a good knowledge of at least one foreign language to be
more highly regarded socially.
C. I feel that no one is really educated unless he is fluent in
English.
U. I need a good knowledge of English to be able to complete my
specialist studies.
I. I seem to have bad to study English because it was necessary,
not because I wanted to.
J. At school and university in my hose country English was my
favourite subject.
SECTION TWO
Rate each of the following statements according to the scales below
them. Put a circle round the appropriate number as in the example.
Z. I often fall asleep in class.
1	 2	 3	 C:')	 5
Very true Partly or Cannot say, P^ly or Very untrue
of me	 usually no opinion usually	 of me
true of me	 untrue of
me
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A.. I hays enjoyed most English lessons here.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Very true Partly or Cannot say, Partly or Very untrue
of me	 usually	 no opinion	 usually	 of me
true of me	 untrue of
ma
B. My mind often wanders off the subject during English classes.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Very true Partly or Cannot say, Partly or Very untrue
of me
	
usually	 no opinion	 usually	 of me
true of ma	 untrue of
me
C. I like being asked questions in English.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
D • I take notes when I am studying English even when I haven' t
been asked to.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
E. I have kept all the notes and written work I have done during
this course.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
F. I regularly re-read my notes and written work outside class.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
G. I regularly do activity options outside the time-table.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
K. I do my homework on the day that it is set.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
I. I study English teaching books that are not parl of the course.
3.	 2	 3	 4	 5
J. I keep a special notebook for new words or expressions that
I think I should learn.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
. I study the time-table and prepare for each day's learning
activities.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
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L. I make my own study plan to make sure I know what I need to
do each day.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
M. I	 unhappy if I get low scores on a test or exercise.
1.	 2	 3	 4	 5
N. I revis. carefully when I know I a going to be tested.
1.	 2	 3	 4	 5
0. I read books in English on my specialist subject.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Very true Partly or Cannot say, Partly or Very untrue
of me	 usually	 no opinion usually
	 of me
true of w.e	 untrue of
ma
P • I read an English newspaper everyday.
1.	 2	 3	 4	 5
Q. I read English magazines regularly.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
R. I go to the cinema or theatre regularly.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
S. I watch television a listen to the radio a lot.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
T. I have already been to museums and/or art galleries.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
U. I often go sightseeing alone or with a friend or two.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
V. I reed English novels and/or stories.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
W. I only talk to British people if I have to.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
X. I have already mad. some British friends.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
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Y. I keep a diary in English.
2	 3	 4	 5
Z. I think in English.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
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SECTION THREE
Please rate the British people and people of your own country on
th. following 1-point scales. Put an I in the appropriate place
for your impressions of the British and an 0 for your own people,
as Lu this example:
Tall.	 I :	 : 0 :	 :	 : Short
It is important that you make a separate and independent judgement
of each item. Do not look back to check what you marked on eariler
scales; try to keep your attention on the scale at hand. Work as
rapidly as you can and do not worry or puzzle over individual items.
It is your first impressions, the izimediate 'feelings' about
concepts, that are of interest. On the other hand, please do not
be careless because we are very interested in your true impressions.
Remember that this questionnaire is in confidence.
I	 Interesting _: _:	 :	 : :
	 : _: Boring
2	 Prejudiced _: _:	 :	 : : _: _: Unprejudiced
3	 Brave	 _:	 : _:	 : :	 : _: Cowardly
4 Handsome	 _: _: _: _: _: _: _: Ugly
5	 Colourful	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Colourless
6	 Friendly	 :	 :	 :	 : _:	 : _: Unfriendly
7	 Honest	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Dishonest
8 Stupid	 _: _: _:	 _: _: _: Clever
9	 Kind	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Cruel
10 Pleasant	 _: _: _: _: _: _: _: Unpleasant
1]. Polite	 _: _: _: _: _: _: _: Impolite
12	 Sincere	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Insincere
13	 Successful.	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Unsuccessful.
14	 Secure	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Insecure
1.5 Dependable _: _:	 :	 : _: _: _: Undependable
16	 Permissive	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Strict
17 Leader	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Follower
18	 Stable	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Unstable
1.9	 Mature	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Iature
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20. Rappy	 _:	 : _: _: _: _:	 : Sad
21 Popular	 :	 : _: _: _: _:	 : Unpopular
22 Rardwor king : _: _: _: _: _: _: Lazy
23 Aabitioua	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 : Not anbitious
MAN! THANKS I
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5DTIVATI0N AND ATITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE (2)
SECTION ONE
Please respond to the following statements
as in the example
Example:
Z. It is important to understand TV prograames.
Agree	 agree	 j disagree - disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
A good knowledge of English is important for this.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
For my needs for this purpose, my knowledge of
English is
adequate	 inadequate
A. It is important to understand well the British
people and their way of life.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
A good knowledge of English is important for this.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
For my needs for this purpose, my knowledge of
English is
adequate	 inadequate U
3. It is important to make good friends with British
people.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
A good knowledge of English is important for this.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
For my needs for this purpose, my knowledge of
English is
adequate	 inadequate
Please don't
write here
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C. It is important to begin to think and behave as
British people do.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
A good knowledge of English is Important for this.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
For my needs for this purpose, my knowledge of
English is
adequate	 inadequate
D. It is important to snake contact with people whose
mother tongue is neither English nor the same as mine.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
A good knowledge of English is important for this.
Agree	 agre.	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
For my needs for this purpose, my knowledge of
English is
adequate	 inadequate
E. It is important to get a better job.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
A good knowledge of English ii important for this.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
For my needs for this purpose, my knowledg, of
English is
adequate	 inadequate
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F. It is important to be highly regarded socially.
Agree	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly J strongly
£ good knowledg, of English i.. important for this.
Agree	 agree	 disagree j disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly 
_J strongly
For my needs for this purpose, my knowledge of
English is
adequate	 inadequate
G. It is important to be really educated.
Agre.	 agree	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
A good knowledge of English is important for this.
Agree	 agre.	 disagree	 disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
For my needs for this purpose, my knowledge of
English is
adequate	 inadequate
U. It is important to complete my specialist studies.
Agree	 agree	 disagree disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
A good knowledge of English is laportant for this.
Agree	 agree	 disagree disagree
strongly	 slightly	 slightly	 strongly
For my naeds for this purpose, my knowledge of
English is adequate
	 inadequate U
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SECTIOff T)
Rate each of the following statnta according to the scales b.lov them
Put a circle round the appropriate number as in the example.
Z. I often fail asleep in lectures.
1	 2	 3	 (7)
Very true Partly or Cannot say, PaIIy or Very untrue
of me	 usually	 no opinion usually
	 of me
true	 of	 untrue
	
me	 ofas
A. I enjoy most of my training activities hero.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
3.	 fy mind often wanders off the subject during my studies.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
C. I like being asked questions during my studies.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
D. I take notes during my studies even when I haven't been
asked to.
1.	 2	 3	 4	 5
E. I have kept all the notes and written work I have done
during_ny training.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
F. I regularly re-read my notes and written work.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
G. I start assignments on the day that they are set.
1.	 2	 3	 4	 3
R. I regularly study books on my subject that are not on
the reading lists.
1.	 2	 3	 4	 5
I • I read sat books right through quickly without making
notes and then read again, noting important parts.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
J. I read set books slowly and carefully once only making
notes as I read.
1.	 2	 3	 4	 5
1	
.
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I. I study th tine—table axid prepare for each day's
learning activities.
1.	 2	 3	 4	 5
Very true Partly or Cannot say Partly or Very untrue
of as	 usually	 no opinion usually	 of as
true of	 untrue of
a.	 as
1... 1 saks ay own work plan to sake sure I know what I need to
do each day.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
?f. I revis, carefully when I know I a going to be tested.
1	 2	 3	 4	 3
N. I an unhappy if I get low sarks on a test, essay or exercise.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
0. I regularly do certain activities 	 to laprove sy English.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
P • I keep a special notebook for English words and expressions that
I think I should learn.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Q . I think in English.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
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S!CTIOM THREE
Please rate the British people and people of your owu country
on th following 7-point scale. Put an X in the appropriate
plac. for your iapressioo.s of th* British and an 0 for your
own people as in the exa*pl.:
Tall	 0:	 :	 Short
It La iiportanc that you nake a separate and independent
judgenenc of each itea. Do not look beck to check what you have
aarked ou earlier scales; try to keep your attention on the
scale at hand • Work as rapidly as you can and do not worry
or puzzle over individual itess. It is your first iapressions,
the luediats 'feelings' about concepts, that are of interest.
On th. other hand, please do not be careless because we are very
interested in your true impressions.
that this questionnaire is in confidence.
You .ay add extra adjectives for numbers 16 to 20 if you feel any
Important impressions have been left out.
1	 Interesting
2	 Prejudiced
3	 Brave
4 Handsone
5	 Colourful
6
	
Friendly
7
	
Son.at
8
	
Stupid
9
10 P iwant
U Polite
12 Sincere
13 Successful
14 Secure
15 Dependable
16
17
_: _: _: _:	 : _: Boring
_: _: _: _: _:
	 : _: Unprejudiced
_:	 :	 : _: Cowardly
_: _: : _:	 : _: Ugly
Colourless
_:	 :	 : _: _: _: _: Unfriendly
Dishonest
Clever
Cruel
_: Unpleasant
	
_:	 : _:	 : _: _: Impolite
: Insincere
Unsuccessful
Insecure
_: _: _:	 _: _: _: Undependable
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18	 ..........	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :
19	 •.....	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :
20	 ...	 .	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :
SECTION FOUR
Please try to think about your general happiness since you came
to UK. Write the appropriate number in the boxes:
Very happy • S Quite happy - 4 middling - 3
rather unhappy	 2	 very unhappy - 1
On arrival	 After 1 month	 After 2 months
After 3 months	 After 4 months	 After 3 months
After 6 months	 Nov 0
Many thanks and Happy Christmas I
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BRITISH COUNCIL A COURSE 19 0
N: .....................COUNTRY: ............SEX:..,.,.3ORN:......
hARRIED • SINGLE •
	 ACCOMPANIED .. UNACCOiIPANIED
PROFILE
All information in this profile derives from course pre- and post-
te s, continuous asse sment arid ttitu e/motivation research.
1. UNDERLYING LINGUISTIC COb IPETEI10E
GRAbUIAR:
VOCABULARY:
SOCIO-CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE:
KNOWLEDGE or TI-hE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF TEXT:
2. COJUIUNICATIVE PERFORMANCE
GRAr1bAR:
VOCABULARY:
ACCENT:
LISTENING COMPREHENSION:
READING CO .IPREHENS ION:
FLUENCY:
APPROPRIACY:
TUDY-RELATED SKILLS:
ATTI UDE:
4.	 ThST RESULTS
Pre-Test' r9r	 Post-Test° _____
LANG A_E	 P. E E TEST
LECTURE & N TE TMING
READING,I'OT 1 tAKING &
REPORT- flUTING
RAL IN'"ERACTI N
FREE WPITIh G
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Pre—Test	 rr	 st—Te t
A 11 ADI G TF
I I E STYLE jEST	 Score = (Group iean -
(Asessea usin, t.e
r up En ed ed Fijires	 Inter retation:
ie t (Uit,.in et al.1971))
* ** ** **** * ******** *** * ***
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APPEI DIX 3: FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEJ DATA ELICITATION
APPEflDIX 3.1: TUTOR INTERVIEW DATA FORM
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ODA STUDY FELLOW RESEARCH (RI/i) Receiving Itiut1o.
TUTOR INTERVIEW FORM
Date:	 I	 I	 1	 Name.....
Times:	 (	 Position+Role........................
Interviewer s ... . •1 ............. .	 . . . .....................
Re-Contact Ref: . . . . . . . . . ......... SF(s) 	 . . . . . ........ ..................
(A.)	 (B)	 (C)
1. PROGRA1IME IDENTITY
(A)
(B) ........................• ..... . .... .. . . .........
(C) ................ . ................
LEVEL:	 (A) ............(B)	 ........ (C) ..........
I..ENGTR: (A) ............ (B) ..........(C) .... ......
EXTN? YES-i
No2
2. PROGRAI4MB RATIONi..LE
(Seek printed Lufo re: nature, function, long-term
objectives, assessment procedures, UKOS/UKS mix; seek
course outline)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .................•.. S 	• .......
...... .................. ........
•.e............. ............................ ........
. . . . . . . ....................... S • S • ..................
3. CONSTRAINING FACTORS
(Seek facts or opiiiions on what may make actual
prograsmes differ from stated rationale; no probes)
.... ..................... .............. I
-1-
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4. PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES
Proisinence + importance + difficulty
for SFs:
Very4 'x'	 3 FairlyZ
Not very 1. Not at ail 0
Activity	 Qualitative Comeent (speci
Lectures	 . . . ......................
Classes	 ....... .................
Sina.r	 ........... ..............
(member)	 ..................•. .....
S inar	 .......• • • • • • • • ..........
(presenter) ............ . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Discussion .........................
Group	 .................... .....
Tutorial	 . . . . . . . . . . . ..............
Group	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Individuai. . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Tutorials	 . .. . . . . . . . . . . ........ .....
ProbJ.-
solving
exercises
Demon-
strations
Practical	 ............ ..............
classes	 ............. . . . . . . . .....
A/V Present-......... ... . ............
ations--m .......... . • .....• • • . . . S
Computer	 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........
Tasks	 . .........
S tudy Visits.... ....... . . . . . .......
Attachments . . .. .......... . . . .........
ELI
.. .. ..... ....... .........,
Qualitative Comeent (general)
•..e.s........ ....................
S.... .................................... S. S •
-2-
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5. UNPROGRAZIMED ACTIVITIES
PROMINENCE INPORTANCE DIFFICULT!
Prominence + importance + difficulty	 (A)j(B) (C) (A) (3) (C) (A)(B)(C
for SPs:	 - - - - - -
Very - 4 'x' - 3 Fairly • 2
Not very - I Not at all - 0
Activity	 Qualitative Comment
(specific)
Set R*ading .........................
..................	 - - -
Extra	 ............. ................
Reading
Note—	.......................... • . .
making
Summary
Writing	 -
Report	 * ............. . .......
Writing	 ..............	 ___
Essay	 . . . . ......................... I
Writing	 ......... S ....................- 	 - - -	 -
Dissertation .............................
Writing ................_________	 __________
Project	 .............. .
	 I
Work	 .............................._________
Cter
Use
nb/Workshop...............
	 IUse
........... ...............
I
Tutor Contact ...........................
Peer Group	 ......... . ....... ...........
Ac.Contact ........................ 	 ________
'Extra' EI..T ............................
...- ._..._...L-._...
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _____________ ________
Qualitative Comment (general)
S .................... ......................................
-3-
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6. ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
(Show interviewee Moller General Ability'
and 'Ind.ividuai. Language Skill' criteria,
and ask for ratings on Sheet al/IA)
General Ability 'A'
Cipleceiy adequate	 3	 -
Just adequate	 - 2
Not adequate	 - 1	 Rate 'A'
General Ability '3'
NS a 6; N-
	
5; NS— 4;
ESD - 3; HSN - 2; WBS - 1.	 Rate 'B'
Individual Language Skills
completely
adequate	 adequate	 inadequate
LC -	 Rate:
SpR -	 Rate:
B.0	 Rate:
WrE -	 Rate:
6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1.
Qualitative comments on SF's English Language Proficiency
Assessment criteria and SF_performance in written work:
DF: V.important 3; fairly important • 2; unimportant a 1
SF: C.adequate	 3; just adequate	 - 2; inadequate a 1
Feature	 Qualitative Comment
Organisation
of ideas
Pluency/
amount
Grammar
Vocabulary
-4-
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Spelling	 . •e...e 	.
Punctuation
Handwriting
Layout
General qualitative comnent on writing exnectat
and SF performance (Probe especially for types
o writing activities where expectations ar. hi
comparisons between expectations from UROS comp
with UKS.)
. ..........•.. ..................
7.	 ST!YDY TRAITS
(Seek specific exaaples where possible; discuss
definition.). 3 - high 2 average 1. - low
Trait	 Qualitative coenent
.. ..............
Conscient-	 ................ .......... . . . . . .
iousness	 ................ . . . . . . ..........
Cooperat-	 ............................. . .
iveness	 .................. ...............
Work Habit	 . . . . . . . . ...... . . . ................
Organization
Study
Independence
Creativity
Acadenic	 .
Potential
Specialist
Subject n.
Interest
-5-
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General qualitative comment on study traits
(Probe especially for interim and predictive
study succesa assessment; UKOS/US comparisons.
8 • GENERAL TRAITS
(Seek specific examples where possible; discuss
definitions) 3 high 2 - average 1. low
Trait	 Qualitative comment
Sociability
Self-
confidence	 . . . . . ............................
Indepen-
deuce
Resilience
Curiosity
Motivation
General qualitative comment
-6-
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9. PROBLE	 SF'	 (A)	 (3)	 (C)
Qualitative co.nt on any administrative,
financial, or social difficulties, eg
Accoation . .............................
Finance: ..................................
Health: ....................................
Fam.ily/Homesickness . ....... ................
.. .............. ............... . . ..
...........................
Social i.daptation .........................
10. OTHER COMMENTS
a. .......S.... ................
-7-
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APPEDIX 3. : OLLER LANGUAGE ABILITY RATING FORTI
171
172
ENGLISH ABILITY RATING
General ability in English.
(Put X in the appropriate box in column A and column B)
A	 B
completely	 Shows native speaker ability.
____adequate	 I I
____ Clearly a non-native speaker because of minor
fl
faults in English usage, but this does nOt'
handicap him/her in his/her studies.
just	 flakes many mistakes in English, but this
IJadequate	 ____ constitutes only a minor handicap for him!
her in his/her studies.
Shows many weaknesses in English usage but his!
] her English ability can be considered just
adequate for his/her studies. A higher standard
is desirable.
I
not	 Shows considerable deficiencies in English usage,
adequate	 I	 which constitutes a handicap for him/her in hisf
her studies. A higher standard is necessary.
Shows very little ability in English and is
____ well below a satisfactory standard.
Individual language skills
(Put X at an appropriate point along the scale for each skill)
completely
adequate	 aecjuatc	 inadequate
Ability to understand
spoken English
Ability to speak English
Ability to understand -
wrf.tten English	 _________________________________________
Ability to write English
(from foiier l92)
Cornnents:
i73
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A PENDIX 3.3: STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA FORM
1'75
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'	 rrr rtto is	 c! CR112)	 Reivziz Ins1tutton,.
C? Neat,	 . ..
TI. me,	 Ceirse, . . . fl .... . . .. .
tritervtewer, ..•	 Deartaent, •..	 . .
Re-contact Ret, •	 Acco.i.niment, .
C.	 PAE I DATA
(Seek inforu.tion not. yet coailets on tase lius data sheets;
Lbacgrouz(stages + proficiency), previous travel.)
.................................... I ........................
.. .......................... I ........................
........ ......................................
I.	 NAflq COTmSE
(Discuss definitions; seek s'ecif±c eenples where ossible.)
Very good - & çod - 3 not good enough - 2 not good at all - I
valuati or Criteria	 Qualitative Coaner.tjspecifl c)
Breadth of coverage
Degree of -
specialisation
Quality of content
Theoretical content
Practical content
I ..................................
lI.•••	 ........... II..*t..t, ........... ......
. ............
.... ........ .....I.....
• ................
I.e	 ................ I
C ..............................•....
• ..........I.. .........••..• .......
Si.tabiltty of level	 •.. ......	 . ............................
Up-to-datenees	 • • ..........................• ...............
Relevance to yo	 job	 I.. ..........e• .............. C. ................
?'ledbility to
yo needs
-I-
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Icoding	 I	 IRelevance to yoi	 . .. ,
country	 . ••.••••	
ISzd.ta.lity for
'passing on'	 .	 . ..	 _______
Organisation	 I.e••e•.s..... . . .. .	 .•
.a.-tab]..tng	 .	 .
Teaching q1ity	 .	 .	 .
Teaching attit4.. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
	 _______
Active partici&tion........ 	 eli.
potential	 . . •,. .. ..... . .
	 . .
	 __________
Se].f-e.ccses	 .... .
arTange.ents	 e•	 _______
?acilitisa	 .••
Eq.d.pent	
:: : :: :'.:::::: : : :: : : :: :::::. ::::::::::::::::::::
	 _______
Feedac1çt'assess.ent .. .. ..,
pz'ocedures	 ...................., ..................... .....
Overall	 . ...... . . . ....................................
Expectations	 ••.• .... . ili•• ...........,•,•• ................
Overall	 i.e ......................., ....................
Satisfaction	 .. ..........	 •• •••• , • • • • ..........
Reco.mez.a.lity 	 •1 ....................• . ......................
S	 ......................ee..• 	 ..... . IS	 ..... I
- ..-....r.....1iii..iirrjj. ...............
.............. ................ .....
5I•e••S• ................s.e
	........ S
Qtlitative Conent (eneraJ
(probe especially nograsae lalance, WcCS/UI !ijx, availabilityguidance fros staff,length/extenuion.)
I ••••••••••••••••••••• elitlI ................
....I,S..IlS•ISISSI ................ ......... I ................. ......
I ...... . l..I•II••li•••••ee ...................I ..............
-2-
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2. IAIN COSE (? ogrammed ACtiVttie4)	
-v-- -- —j
Prominence - typical hos p.r w.ek 	 0
Yalus + difficulty, Very 	 'x' -3 fairly -2 not very -I	 I
not at aU -" i	 Noveltys Yes -I no -Z
Acttvity	Qualitative Comment (soeciflc) 	 — t
Lectures	 ............... . ..............................
........... 1•S•• ............................
Classes	 . ....... ...................... ................
Seminar	 .. ......... . ................. .
	
(meuber)	 ..................• ......••. •..•.. .............-
Seminar	 . .. .. ......... ..............• 1••• ......
	
(leader)	 ..............• .........._______________
Discussion	 ............... .. .............................
	
oups	 .. . . I I I ..................................-
Tutorial	 .. . . . . . . .. . ............... . ..................
Groups	 . ......... .. ... ... ............. .. .	 ________________________
Irivid'.l	 ....... ..............
rutoriala	 .............	 . ..........
Pz'oblem-eolv............ ................. . . . .............
Exercises	 ............•• ........... ....................
temonstretiona............. ....................... .........
Practical
Glasses	 ........................________________
A/V present- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::: 	 _I ____________
Computer	 .................. ............................
Th.aks	 •...•... ........ ..............................
Stmiy Visits . ..... . .•...e....... ......... ..........
Atcn	 ........... •1*I••e••
 .......••I..... ...........
.. . II.. —
ELI	 . .... . . .... . . •. ........ .. ..... .. . . .......
I ......•.*.•••*•.•	 -
I	 I•e•..••.III•eII4eI ......... ..................
..... . ...•.e........ ......I..... ..........-
qualitative Content (general)
I•••I I ................ I. ............... S..
........... e•..ee.•*.....
........ . IIS.s•• ..........................
. ............... •10I1IeS ............. S .............. I
-3-
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:3. ?!AI! COTJE (Unroraniad Activities) I Coding	 V
Proaineuce - typical hours per week	 a
Value + diffl.cultyt Very -ê 'x' -3 fairly -2 not very-I	 1
not at al]. —	 Zioveltyt Yes -I no - 2 	 £	 u
C	 C
Activity	 Qualitative 'osaent (specific)	 I
It
0
.v
C
It
iY
Set reading	 ...........	 . .......................
.....	 ..... •1• ................ 4• ........
Extra Reading..... . . ...................... .......... .......
- Z40t.-id.ng
 . . •• e.• . . . ••• e •4• •e• . . . ......... ...... ......
........................I ...•.*S.. ......
Suasary	 ........... .. . ................ .. ...........
iriting	 ................... .........................
Report	 ................... ............
iriting	 •	 • ............. .......
Essay	 .........	 .. .. ..... . . ... •• • ...........
Writing	 .....................	 .. ...... .........
issertation .............................................
iriting	 . ................. ...................• .......
Project .Jork ... ....... ............ ........................
.. ................. ..........
Cosputer t. ......... .....................................
Lab/iiorxzhop ............... ...................... .........
..............................
'Extra Tutor..............................................Contact	 ............. .... ............................
_Pe.r_1oup	 . . .. .-.-.-.-..-.-.-.-.-.-- .. -.-.-n .-.-.-.---W	 .............
Ac.Contact ...................... ......... .......
'Extra' ELT	 ..............	 . ......
.	 .........	 . .........
. ... ................. . . . ........
Qualitative Cosnent (general)
..•.•IS••.*S	 • ...... ........
............e......... ..........................
. .......e... ................................ ......
. ................ ............
....... . .......................
-
_1___
I	 I
1•
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I.... ..... S •ee em.. ...s...l
Li.. SPECIFIC	 JACi/SUDY PRC!IWS
A big problea -3 quit. a big problea -2 a sligttt proj
no probise -O Ciix!s of Activity
Listening
Speed (staff)	 ...•	 . ....••
Speed (stnenta).................. 	 . . ee...s	 ....
Accents (UK)	 ... .. .
Accents (other)	 . • .
s.smftZ	 .••••••• .. . .	 .
Vocabulary	 ..... ...	 . ,e..••
Collcquia.lisa	 ..••	 ... . .. .
Differentiation .....•	 e4
S ••.•S•	 •••	 . •*...	 ed
.......	 S.	 •l
Note-taking
Speed
Selecting
3umaariBtng
Abbreviating	 . ......................................
Organising
Re-using	 S	 ..................................... S
eaking
Speed	 ....• ........................ ...............
Pronouncing	 ............................... ..............
aaaar	 ...........•..• ................... ...........
Vocabulary	 S. • ••••• • S S••• e• ........ ... ....... . . . S... S.
Shyness	 ............ ....... ...........
Fear of j3PaJ	 •..• .......... .......
'tering..............
.5 ........... See.. .............
Disiclin.tiOfl •5 .............. S. ............ ••Se ...........
-5-
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Reading
Speed	 .•....	 .
aar	 ..	 C
Vocabulary	 •..	 . .	 .. ••• • ••
DiZferentistizig. .. .... ...	 . ....
5,n4 fl5	
.	 ...	 .. .•.. 0
Scanning	 .... ...	 . ... • . .	 .•
Choceing	 .••..•	 S
....•..ee...	 •e•.ee•	 . ...........................a..
....	 C. •eseetsee•....•e..	 S
iritig
Speed
ar
Vocabulary
Selecting
Orgacining
Expreening
Tidines.
S S
	
I S
•	 . •••••.•..... ....
••....•... ee..eee..	 ................
. eel......	 S
• .•.•.*.•..l.....
....	 a S
.......	 S
•	 a S	 a•
Qualitattve Conjint (genera1)
••...•.....•e....	 I ••	 e
•...••..•.........e..••.•..	 S	 • ••SS•.•••	 S
	
. l.S.eSe..e..laS•..Se	 .
•••.••••....•.•.•.•e••••,..S.e.... ......
•.....SS.S.11..SISee.SS ........ . lS...ISSSSS.S..Slee.......S.
Overall ting
jore tkan adequate 
-3 adequate -2 ieee t1n adequate -I
i'nch iaproved -3 slightly iaproved -2 very little isproved -I
Listeng	 ............................••••.. ...........
Speaking
Heading	 .• ..................................
Writing	 .....................• ..................
StySd.11s	 a	 ......... ...............................
-6-
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Ctalltative Connent (generaL)
-7-
5. SOCL ANCUA2	 Lcodin
Seek identification az d.ecriptton of real-life coau-
icativs acivt ties +with whcas DC-5
	
iS.3 nS-2
- Cn-L A1.one-OjoysSnt + difficultys Very -1. 'x -3 Fairly -2
not very -I not at aU - C)
Activity	 Qt.ljtative Cosnent (specific)
......... . •1e••• ...........................
...........................................
£
'ft
10	 If
C	 Ia	 • 7 	 I
I	 I"	 iaD	 I.	 I].
t	 Itj t	 Iy
.
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6. SPCIYIC SCcLAL LANCUA ?ROBLE?IS [Coding
Elicit stient 's own identification of roblem areas -
accent, fear of ejetakea etc..) in tir contexts.
A big problea 
-3 qi.te a big probles -2 a slight
KinIs of activity
LieteTing
..... ....... I .............................. ........
SDeaJd.g
Reading
....... S.. ....... . .1••••• •e••s I
qriting
........ ............. .......... I
qualitative Comment (general)
. ................... ...................
I ............. I ••••••••••••••••••••. ........
-8-
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O,era2j. Rating (Social language use) 	 Lodir€
More than adeqtats -3 adeV*te -2 less than adeqts -I
Much taproved 
-3 slightly improved "2 very littli improvedcI
t	 i fq
Y- -
Listening	 S •••••S•SS•
Spesng	 . S.
Reading	 S S.	 I•S• •	 S
tting	 •.S.........OI..'S	 S	 •
N.. 9ij,ah
7.	 MA.L LIF
Fri ets
Close frieeias seek definition, ntber ant ta.ckgrount
is. UK.-5 tfl-+ CiS-3 Czi8-2 Cn-I
'Other' frierxist as. criteria
close f1ers
Other fxiezds .SS...SSS•...fl... ..........................
Enough?	 Yes -3 not qtdte -2 lb-I ... .......
If 2 or I. why no sore?
Det5.nitely -I partJ.y -2 not at all -3
pressure of work ...................... .................
different outlook (UK) ........ ........................
different outlook (non-UK) .... .........................
un.frjezriuinsss (Ui: ....................................
unier1l1nes r.cn-U) ..... ...........................
discriaivation UK) •e	 .............. ................
di scxiai.nation noneuK) . ...............................
lan.giage ...... .......................................
shyness	 ...•.. ............ .................
lack of arrangement. . ....... ...... . . ..................
location ...............,.......... ............. ......
.	 ............S ..........•.......... .......
S ................... S. ............. St ..........
Private Activl.ti Cs
Seek non-academic activities not involving others.
Hours per week + tmportances
Very important -3 important-2 quite important -I
. .............•5 ........................ ..........
.... ...... .............................
......... . 5S5. .........................
.... ............................. S .....
-9-
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Problens
Seek definition, specific exasplee ath discias 'ovsr).ap'with earlier
rsepenses.
The ort prsbl.se a big probl.w.3 a. bit of a oblea-2
no obles-I hA -O
Missing fanily	 ....••••••e••es••••eee•••efriea ... .. ...job	 ...	 . ......a....
Cli3a.'	 •..I.
food.	 ...•	 . ..	 .
...•	 . ........... ....	 .
re].i.on .............e•••. ..
la.nç.ge ..........•............ ... 	 .
....	 . ............
.. ...	 . .	 ..	 . ..
Length of aenCt •...I••••••s••••	 .General, loneliness .. .
	
....... ..... ... .... .
Personal deeression... . . . ... •1.•.. ..
Loss of jiivtd*li ty ... ... ..... .	 .... .... .... . ... ..	 .....Loss of conf1des ...•.....•,•••••••••••s•••••••••i•••
General shyness	 ...•••••••eI•e•	 .s.e.
General, strangeness of UK •.•.••••••••e••••s•••••
UK ignorance of yo' country . 	 . .......
UK lack of interest in your' country.....
UK hostility to your country ............. .. . . ......................
General discrimi.tion in UK .. . .. ....... 	 •.personal discrimination in UK ..........
tfriei.linese in UK ................ ................................
General. la.ngunge problems .....................................
General. stty prob].ers ........ ...............
Fear of failing count ............ e1 .......... ............
Lack of coseitng .....................................
Accom,.odation .......................• • •. . • ..................I...fiitng ........ S ...................................
location •............I.....s..... ...........
space	 . . . ......... I I •	 I .........• I ....... S S ..... . Ie.5
jvtcy . ••. eISeI••e••..•S ...........I.... ..............
facilities ...........•..... ..............................f,niskngs . ...... . . ............ .. . . ..... . ...... .•....
terath .•..... •...........I...
hygiene •.............•..• ............. ......
.......................................
expense . .... .. .. . . . . .... .. ............ ............
Finance
....m .............................
Health	 eS ............................ ................
S.... .......................... ............ .........
Mnisistratian II ............... ............... ....................
...I	 ................•...•S ..... . •..BC.s .......... .......... ..............................
II ........... I.S.*.....SSS .........
- 10 —
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Other	 blens
•	 . ••.	 . .•...••.•. ••.
• .
	
S	 • •
	 S
•	 . •.
¶tanstion
Seek 'ups aM downs • in moral, since arrival in IJL
Vary appy-5 fairly happy-'4 all right-3
rather uppy- very unhsppy-I
On arrival	 •.•••..•.e.•.....
After I month .. 	 .....	 ••.••...•..
After 3 months ....	 0••
After 1' months ..•o••e•eeSe•.
After 6 months ..................	 .. ............
After 9 months ..........	 •• .........
After 12 months...........e•.I.I.• .......................
At e	 of course ......... . • .......................
Ct'aracterimticscf Life in UK
Seek &iritlnck.ive features of UK .1,fe (+
	
—, &ecriptiv
ad 5ecttves az4eatures/institutiona; +1- eXpected).
Very significant-3 signiflcant-2 fairly signif.tcantal
UflerectM 
-3 no expectations -2 expected -I
.
Personal DeveloDynent
Seek self-zatin€s on attitMe aM attitids changen
Ri gh-3 average-2 low-I
Much more-5 a bit sore L4 no chaxige-3 a bit less-Z
much less-I
Sociability	 ......................... • ........••....
Worry	 •. . ... •• ........................... ........
Resilience	 . . . •.•,. ... .. .......................
Conscientiousness ....... ..................................
Shyness	 •• ...........•.•........• ...•.••••.• .......
tst	 eq ...... .. . . see....
Self-confidence ................ • ........• ................
Conservatism	 . ............ ...............................
IMepeMence	 • . . ..........• .•.• • ........ ................
creativity ...................................... ......
Experimenting ..................................... ,• .....
Motivation (professionel) ....................... ••••
 .....
Motivation (for overseas) ......... . . . ............. ......
-II -
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('I
Other C1nee
•••••••••••••	 •......S............
•..e.•••.••..	 •eeee•eeeee•e•e••••e••••e••••s.••.S.....
.....•..••••.	 .........
•••,••.a•...•	 •.••••••••••S•••••••• ••.•.e.............
......•••••••	 •..•••e..ee•eee•S•••e••••..•.e•..••S.•
8. tZNAL ZPFCTA'TIOS .414D SATI?ACTION
Zxp.ctttons r. living in the IX + .tisfaction with Uvi
Very high-5 quits high-i neu1-3 quits ]ow-2 very I
Exp.ctations	 ••••......•••. a. ........
Satisaction
xo].anationi
•e.eOS.e..•.I....Se..••.ee••e•
9.	 CtN'ME!4 ON THE	 wi
I	 *
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